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stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
Ring-shaped domain walls.—Even at higher particle

doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
! # 8. Taking as a reference the polaron solutions, the
attractive interaction between them leads to a GS whose
inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
sufficiently large value of !, this eventually leads to the
formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs
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(b) (a)

(b)
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FIG. 3. Two polarons for ! # 2. (a),(b) Density profile of the
composite and nonoverlapping solutions. (c) Final distance
between the two polarons, taken as the separation between the
two sites with largest density, as a function of the separation in the
initial ansatz for the UHF values. Blue (orange) circles corre-
spond to composite (nonoverlapping) solutions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. (c),(d) GS currents J x and J y.
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FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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Many-body interactions in topological quantum systems can give rise to new phases of matter, which
simultaneously exhibit both rich spatial features and topological properties. In this work, we consider
spinless fermions on a checkerboard lattice with nearest and next-to-nearest neighbor interactions. We
calculate the phase diagram at half filling, which presents, in particular, an interaction-induced quantum
anomalous Hall phase. We study the system at incommensurate fillings using an unrestricted Hartree-Fock
ansatz and report a rich zoo of solutions such as self-trapped polarons and domain walls above an
interaction-induced topological insulator. We find that, as a consequence of the interplay between the
interaction-induced topology and topological defects, these domain walls separate two phases with
opposite topological invariants and host topologically protected chiral edge states. Finally, we discuss
experimental prospects to observe these novel phenomena in a quantum simulator based on laser-dressed
Rydberg atoms in an optical lattice.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.240601

Introduction.—First proposed by Feynman in the 1980s
[1], quantum simulators are now a reality. These versatile
platforms allow for the simulation of complex quantum
many-body systems in a clean and highly controllable
environment [2]. In particular, cold atoms in optical lattices,
with the dramatic advances in atomic, molecular, and
optical physics, are highly suitable quantum simulators
of many-particle or spin systems with controlled inter-
actions [3]. There, the study of topological insulators with
quantum simulators has become a subject of intense
research within the past decade [4,5]. These exotic materi-
als constitute a new paradigm of quantum matter [6]: they
are characterized by a global order parameter, an integer
called topological invariant, and present topologically
protected surface currents. The quantum simulation of
such phases typically relies on the generation of artificial
gauge fields through Floquet engineering [7–10] or syn-
thetic dimensions [11–13].
Recent studies focused on the interplay between external

gauge fields and interactions [14–17].More strikingly, it has
been shown that it is also possible to induce topology
directly from interactions, hencegiving rise to a spontaneous
symmetry-breaking (SSB) topological phase [18]. For
example, interactions of the same order of magnitude
between nearest neighbors (NN) and next-to-nearest neigh-
bors (NNN) give rise to the celebrated topological Mott
insulator (TMI) [19,20], an anomalous quantumHall (QAH)
phase [21], in diverse geometries, such as hexagonal, Lieb,
checkerboard, and kagome lattices [19,22–30]. To observe

these phases, control over the ratio of interaction strengths is
crucial, and cold atoms constitute a prime candidate to
simulate such phases in experiment [22,23].
In this Letter, we explore the exotic nature of self-

consistent solutions, such as polarons and topological
defects, above the TMI. Remarkably, these solutions appear
thanks to the interplay of the global topological order and
the SSB local order parameter, and are thus absent in
gauge-induced topological insulators. In a SSB lattice
material, incommensurate fillings can favor static solutions
breaking the translational symmetry [31–33]. These sol-
utions, which can also be created in a dynamical way
[34–39], can take the form of small perturbations, or
topological defects in the local order parameter. In the
TMI phase, we are interested in studying the impact of
these inhomogeneities on the global topology of the
system, and vice versa. In order to shed light onto this
question, we abandon the usual assumption of spatially
homogeneous TMI phases [19,22–30] and report two type
of solutions: (i) self-trapped polarons on top
of the topological background and (ii) domain walls
between regions from a different sector of the SSB phase.
Interestingly, these lead to opposite topological invariants
in the same material, and topologically protected chiral
edge states at the domain boundaries.
We start by quantitatively studying the Hartree-Fock

(HF) phase diagram of a checkerboard lattice of spinless
fermions with NN and NNN interactions at half filling.
Such phase diagram is in qualitative agreement with the
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ones obtained with density matrix renormalization group
methods [24,26]. We then study the ground state (GS)
around half filling in the QAH phase, with an unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF) ansatz. The latter is motivated by
previous studies in strongly correlated materials, in which
UHF methods describe the main physics of the doped GS,
up to corrections in the local quantities [40–44]. At low
particle doping, we observe a self-trapped polaron and
study its effect on the background topological SSB phase.
We also analyze the accuracy of the HF method and the
interaction between two polarons. For higher fillings, we
report the appearance of topological defects in the form of
domain walls separating the two sectors of the SSB phase at
half filling and inspect the topological chiral edge states on
top of them. Finally, we discuss prospects of realizing such
phases with cold Rydberg-dressed atoms in optical lattices.
Model.—We consider a Hamiltonian of spinless fermions

on a checkerboard lattice with periodic boundary condi-
tions, depicted in Fig. 1(a), Ĥ ! Ĥ0 " Ĥint, where Ĥ0 is the
quadratic part and Ĥint contains the interactions. On the
one hand, the quadratic part of the fermionic Hamiltonian
[24–26] reads (! ! 1)

Ĥ0 ! !t
X

hiji
#ĉ†i;Aĉj;B " H:c:$

"
X

i

X

!!A;B
"!x;y

#J!" ĉ†i;!ĉi"2";! " H:c:$ ! #
X

i

n̂i; #1$

where t stands for the NN hopping amplitude between sites
A and B, J!" is the NNN hopping amplitude, with " ! x, y
and ! ! A, B, and # is the chemical potential that controls
the fermionic filling. In the remainder of the Letter, we
also set t ! 1, and JAx ! JBy ! "0.5 and JAy ! JBx ! !0.5,
which generates a $ flux on each sublattice. Such
Hamiltonian has two bands with a quadratic band touching
at half filling. On the other hand, the interaction part of the
Hamiltonian reads

Ĥint ! V1

X

hiji
n̂i;An̂j;B " V2

X

!ij"

n̂in̂j #2$

and has NN and NNN density-density repulsive inter-
actions. Such Hamiltonian has a rich phase diagram in
terms of V1=t and V2=t already at the mean-field level, as
will be discussed below.
Phase diagram at half filling.—We treat the interaction

Hamiltonian with a standard HF decoupling, respecting the
Wick’s theorem,

n̂in̂j " n̄in̂j " n̄jn̂i ! n̄in̄j ! %ijĉ
†
j ĉi ! %%ijĉ

†
i ĉj " j%ijj2; #3$

with %ij ! hĉ†i ĉji and n̄i ! hn̂ii. The HF values %ij and n̄i
are found by determining the self-consistent eigenstates &
and energies E of the HF Hamiltonian at zero temperature.
We also work with a four-site unit-cell translationally
invariant ansatz [see Fig. 1(b)], which we will refer to as
the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) ansatz in the remainder
of the Letter (see Supplemental Material [45]). The phase
diagram, presented in Fig. 1(b), has three insulating phases,
each of them with an order parameter that captures a broken
symmetry: (i) the site nematic insulating phase character-
ized by 'n ! jn̄A1

" n̄A2
! n̄B1

! n̄B2
j, (ii) the stripe insu-

lating phase, with 's ! jn̄A1
! n̄A2

j" jn̄B1
! n̄B2

j, and (iii) a
QAH phase, with time-reversal symmetry breaking (TRSB)
due to interaction-induced closed loops of imaginary NN
hopping %QAH ! jIm#%A1B1

" %B1A2
" %A2B2

" %B2A1
$j=4. In

order to characterize the topology of the QAH phase, we
obtain its RHF band structure, which shows two lower
filled bands separated from the two upper bands by an
energy gap !QAH ! 8V1%QAH. We compute the total
Chern number ( of the filled bands and find ( ! &1
[45]. The two possible values of ( account for the twofold
ground-state degeneracy in the interaction-induced QAH
phase, i.e., the current loops can flow in two opposite
directions, and the system reaches one of the two sym-
metry-breaking sectors through a spontaneous TRSB
mechanism [see Fig. 1(b)].
Self-trapped polaron.—We now focus on the system at

low particle doping ), starting for the case of one extra
particle () ! 1). In the noninteracting rigid band picture,
the bulk of the system would lose its insulating character, as
the particle would occupy the first single-particle state
above the gap. In order to analyze the interacting system,
hereafter we fix the value of the interactions to V1=t ! 2.5
and V2=t ! 1.5. We first study the solution of the RHF
ansatz, shown in Fig. 2(a). The self-consistent band
structure exhibits only a slight deformation of the bands
due to interactions and, indeed, we observe the occupation
of a single-particle state above the gap. However, there is
also the possibility of lowering the energy by creating states
inside the gap, which need to be localized in a finite region
of the lattice. In order to capture this scenario, we go one
step further and work without the requirement of spatial

QAH

site nematic
insulator

stripe insulator

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) The system is described by a Hamiltonian of
spinless fermions Ĥ on a checkerboard lattice, which has NN
and NNN hoppings and interactions. (b) Mean-field phase
diagram of the system at half filling in terms of the NN (V1)
and NNN (V2) interactions. Each SSB phase is represented with a
schematic in the four-sites unit-cell ansatz. For the QAH phase,
the two degenerate SSB solutions are explicitly shown.
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ones obtained with density matrix renormalization group
methods [24,26]. We then study the ground state (GS)
around half filling in the QAH phase, with an unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF) ansatz. The latter is motivated by
previous studies in strongly correlated materials, in which
UHF methods describe the main physics of the doped GS,
up to corrections in the local quantities [40–44]. At low
particle doping, we observe a self-trapped polaron and
study its effect on the background topological SSB phase.
We also analyze the accuracy of the HF method and the
interaction between two polarons. For higher fillings, we
report the appearance of topological defects in the form of
domain walls separating the two sectors of the SSB phase at
half filling and inspect the topological chiral edge states on
top of them. Finally, we discuss prospects of realizing such
phases with cold Rydberg-dressed atoms in optical lattices.
Model.—We consider a Hamiltonian of spinless fermions

on a checkerboard lattice with periodic boundary condi-
tions, depicted in Fig. 1(a), Ĥ ! Ĥ0 " Ĥint, where Ĥ0 is the
quadratic part and Ĥint contains the interactions. On the
one hand, the quadratic part of the fermionic Hamiltonian
[24–26] reads (! ! 1)

Ĥ0 ! !t
X

hiji
#ĉ†i;Aĉj;B " H:c:$

"
X

i

X

!!A;B
"!x;y

#J!" ĉ†i;!ĉi"2";! " H:c:$ ! #
X

i

n̂i; #1$

where t stands for the NN hopping amplitude between sites
A and B, J!" is the NNN hopping amplitude, with " ! x, y
and ! ! A, B, and # is the chemical potential that controls
the fermionic filling. In the remainder of the Letter, we
also set t ! 1, and JAx ! JBy ! "0.5 and JAy ! JBx ! !0.5,
which generates a $ flux on each sublattice. Such
Hamiltonian has two bands with a quadratic band touching
at half filling. On the other hand, the interaction part of the
Hamiltonian reads

Ĥint ! V1

X

hiji
n̂i;An̂j;B " V2

X

!ij"

n̂in̂j #2$

and has NN and NNN density-density repulsive inter-
actions. Such Hamiltonian has a rich phase diagram in
terms of V1=t and V2=t already at the mean-field level, as
will be discussed below.
Phase diagram at half filling.—We treat the interaction

Hamiltonian with a standard HF decoupling, respecting the
Wick’s theorem,

n̂in̂j " n̄in̂j " n̄jn̂i ! n̄in̄j ! %ijĉ
†
j ĉi ! %%ijĉ

†
i ĉj " j%ijj2; #3$

with %ij ! hĉ†i ĉji and n̄i ! hn̂ii. The HF values %ij and n̄i
are found by determining the self-consistent eigenstates &
and energies E of the HF Hamiltonian at zero temperature.
We also work with a four-site unit-cell translationally
invariant ansatz [see Fig. 1(b)], which we will refer to as
the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) ansatz in the remainder
of the Letter (see Supplemental Material [45]). The phase
diagram, presented in Fig. 1(b), has three insulating phases,
each of them with an order parameter that captures a broken
symmetry: (i) the site nematic insulating phase character-
ized by 'n ! jn̄A1

" n̄A2
! n̄B1

! n̄B2
j, (ii) the stripe insu-

lating phase, with 's ! jn̄A1
! n̄A2

j" jn̄B1
! n̄B2

j, and (iii) a
QAH phase, with time-reversal symmetry breaking (TRSB)
due to interaction-induced closed loops of imaginary NN
hopping %QAH ! jIm#%A1B1

" %B1A2
" %A2B2

" %B2A1
$j=4. In

order to characterize the topology of the QAH phase, we
obtain its RHF band structure, which shows two lower
filled bands separated from the two upper bands by an
energy gap !QAH ! 8V1%QAH. We compute the total
Chern number ( of the filled bands and find ( ! &1
[45]. The two possible values of ( account for the twofold
ground-state degeneracy in the interaction-induced QAH
phase, i.e., the current loops can flow in two opposite
directions, and the system reaches one of the two sym-
metry-breaking sectors through a spontaneous TRSB
mechanism [see Fig. 1(b)].
Self-trapped polaron.—We now focus on the system at

low particle doping ), starting for the case of one extra
particle () ! 1). In the noninteracting rigid band picture,
the bulk of the system would lose its insulating character, as
the particle would occupy the first single-particle state
above the gap. In order to analyze the interacting system,
hereafter we fix the value of the interactions to V1=t ! 2.5
and V2=t ! 1.5. We first study the solution of the RHF
ansatz, shown in Fig. 2(a). The self-consistent band
structure exhibits only a slight deformation of the bands
due to interactions and, indeed, we observe the occupation
of a single-particle state above the gap. However, there is
also the possibility of lowering the energy by creating states
inside the gap, which need to be localized in a finite region
of the lattice. In order to capture this scenario, we go one
step further and work without the requirement of spatial

QAH

site nematic
insulator

stripe insulator

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) The system is described by a Hamiltonian of
spinless fermions Ĥ on a checkerboard lattice, which has NN
and NNN hoppings and interactions. (b) Mean-field phase
diagram of the system at half filling in terms of the NN (V1)
and NNN (V2) interactions. Each SSB phase is represented with a
schematic in the four-sites unit-cell ansatz. For the QAH phase,
the two degenerate SSB solutions are explicitly shown.
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stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
Ring-shaped domain walls.—Even at higher particle

doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
! # 8. Taking as a reference the polaron solutions, the
attractive interaction between them leads to a GS whose
inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
sufficiently large value of !, this eventually leads to the
formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs

(a)

(b) (a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Two polarons for ! # 2. (a),(b) Density profile of the
composite and nonoverlapping solutions. (c) Final distance
between the two polarons, taken as the separation between the
two sites with largest density, as a function of the separation in the
initial ansatz for the UHF values. Blue (orange) circles corre-
spond to composite (nonoverlapping) solutions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. (c),(d) GS currents J x and J y.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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ones obtained with density matrix renormalization group
methods [24,26]. We then study the ground state (GS)
around half filling in the QAH phase, with an unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF) ansatz. The latter is motivated by
previous studies in strongly correlated materials, in which
UHF methods describe the main physics of the doped GS,
up to corrections in the local quantities [40–44]. At low
particle doping, we observe a self-trapped polaron and
study its effect on the background topological SSB phase.
We also analyze the accuracy of the HF method and the
interaction between two polarons. For higher fillings, we
report the appearance of topological defects in the form of
domain walls separating the two sectors of the SSB phase at
half filling and inspect the topological chiral edge states on
top of them. Finally, we discuss prospects of realizing such
phases with cold Rydberg-dressed atoms in optical lattices.
Model.—We consider a Hamiltonian of spinless fermions

on a checkerboard lattice with periodic boundary condi-
tions, depicted in Fig. 1(a), Ĥ ! Ĥ0 " Ĥint, where Ĥ0 is the
quadratic part and Ĥint contains the interactions. On the
one hand, the quadratic part of the fermionic Hamiltonian
[24–26] reads (! ! 1)

Ĥ0 ! !t
X

hiji
#ĉ†i;Aĉj;B " H:c:$

"
X

i

X

!!A;B
"!x;y

#J!" ĉ†i;!ĉi"2";! " H:c:$ ! #
X

i

n̂i; #1$

where t stands for the NN hopping amplitude between sites
A and B, J!" is the NNN hopping amplitude, with " ! x, y
and ! ! A, B, and # is the chemical potential that controls
the fermionic filling. In the remainder of the Letter, we
also set t ! 1, and JAx ! JBy ! "0.5 and JAy ! JBx ! !0.5,
which generates a $ flux on each sublattice. Such
Hamiltonian has two bands with a quadratic band touching
at half filling. On the other hand, the interaction part of the
Hamiltonian reads

Ĥint ! V1

X

hiji
n̂i;An̂j;B " V2

X

!ij"

n̂in̂j #2$

and has NN and NNN density-density repulsive inter-
actions. Such Hamiltonian has a rich phase diagram in
terms of V1=t and V2=t already at the mean-field level, as
will be discussed below.
Phase diagram at half filling.—We treat the interaction

Hamiltonian with a standard HF decoupling, respecting the
Wick’s theorem,

n̂in̂j " n̄in̂j " n̄jn̂i ! n̄in̄j ! %ijĉ
†
j ĉi ! %%ijĉ

†
i ĉj " j%ijj2; #3$

with %ij ! hĉ†i ĉji and n̄i ! hn̂ii. The HF values %ij and n̄i
are found by determining the self-consistent eigenstates &
and energies E of the HF Hamiltonian at zero temperature.
We also work with a four-site unit-cell translationally
invariant ansatz [see Fig. 1(b)], which we will refer to as
the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) ansatz in the remainder
of the Letter (see Supplemental Material [45]). The phase
diagram, presented in Fig. 1(b), has three insulating phases,
each of them with an order parameter that captures a broken
symmetry: (i) the site nematic insulating phase character-
ized by 'n ! jn̄A1

" n̄A2
! n̄B1

! n̄B2
j, (ii) the stripe insu-

lating phase, with 's ! jn̄A1
! n̄A2

j" jn̄B1
! n̄B2

j, and (iii) a
QAH phase, with time-reversal symmetry breaking (TRSB)
due to interaction-induced closed loops of imaginary NN
hopping %QAH ! jIm#%A1B1

" %B1A2
" %A2B2

" %B2A1
$j=4. In

order to characterize the topology of the QAH phase, we
obtain its RHF band structure, which shows two lower
filled bands separated from the two upper bands by an
energy gap !QAH ! 8V1%QAH. We compute the total
Chern number ( of the filled bands and find ( ! &1
[45]. The two possible values of ( account for the twofold
ground-state degeneracy in the interaction-induced QAH
phase, i.e., the current loops can flow in two opposite
directions, and the system reaches one of the two sym-
metry-breaking sectors through a spontaneous TRSB
mechanism [see Fig. 1(b)].
Self-trapped polaron.—We now focus on the system at

low particle doping ), starting for the case of one extra
particle () ! 1). In the noninteracting rigid band picture,
the bulk of the system would lose its insulating character, as
the particle would occupy the first single-particle state
above the gap. In order to analyze the interacting system,
hereafter we fix the value of the interactions to V1=t ! 2.5
and V2=t ! 1.5. We first study the solution of the RHF
ansatz, shown in Fig. 2(a). The self-consistent band
structure exhibits only a slight deformation of the bands
due to interactions and, indeed, we observe the occupation
of a single-particle state above the gap. However, there is
also the possibility of lowering the energy by creating states
inside the gap, which need to be localized in a finite region
of the lattice. In order to capture this scenario, we go one
step further and work without the requirement of spatial

QAH

site nematic
insulator

stripe insulator

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) The system is described by a Hamiltonian of
spinless fermions Ĥ on a checkerboard lattice, which has NN
and NNN hoppings and interactions. (b) Mean-field phase
diagram of the system at half filling in terms of the NN (V1)
and NNN (V2) interactions. Each SSB phase is represented with a
schematic in the four-sites unit-cell ansatz. For the QAH phase,
the two degenerate SSB solutions are explicitly shown.
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3. Beyond half filling

stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
Ring-shaped domain walls.—Even at higher particle

doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
! # 8. Taking as a reference the polaron solutions, the
attractive interaction between them leads to a GS whose
inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
sufficiently large value of !, this eventually leads to the
formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs

(a)

(b) (a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Two polarons for ! # 2. (a),(b) Density profile of the
composite and nonoverlapping solutions. (c) Final distance
between the two polarons, taken as the separation between the
two sites with largest density, as a function of the separation in the
initial ansatz for the UHF values. Blue (orange) circles corre-
spond to composite (nonoverlapping) solutions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. (c),(d) GS currents J x and J y.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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Topological Insulators
M. A. Paalanen et al. , Phys. 
Rev. B 25 5566 (1982)

• Topological insulators

- Bulk insulators           gap in the energy spectrum 

- Non trivial topological invariant          quantized conductivity 

- In geometry with border, conducting edge states protected by the topology. 
    

- Time reversal symmetry conserved

2. INTRODUCTION

conducteurs telles que la densité de charge, la mobilité et la résistance électrique. Des
méthodes simples et peu couteuses, comme la méthode de Van Der Pauw [15], ont été
développées en ce sens et sont encore utilisées actuellement [16].

2.2 Effet Hall quantique

En 1980, K. Von Klitzing & al. mirent en évidence la quantification de la conductivité de
Hall [6] . Ils mesurèrent la conductivité de Hall dans un semi-conducteur MOSFET à deux
dimensions soumis à des champ magnétiques importants et une température de 1.5K.
Ils montrèrent l’existence de plateaux pour la conductivité deHall. Le graphe de la résis-
tance de Hall, l’inverse de la conductivité de Hall, en fonction du champ magnétique est
présenté dans la figure 2.2 . Ainsi, la conductivité transverse �H évolue par plateaux qui
sont exactement égaux à des multiples entiers de e

2
/h : �H = ne

2
/h. Par exemple, le pre-

mier plateau de la figure 2.2 se trouve à ⇢H = 1/�H = h/(2e
2). Cette propriété admirable

a permis de calculer simplement la valeur de la constante de structure fine e
2
/~c et ce,

avec une très bonne précision. Cette découverte leur valut le prix Nobel en 1985. Cet effet
possède d’autres propriétés remarquables. En effet, il est également robuste sous l’ajout
de désordre dans le système. Ces questions étaient encore sans réponses théoriques. En
1981, Laughlin donna une première explication de la quantification des plateaux [17] mais
il fallut attendre 1983 pour que Thouless & al. expliquent le lien entre la conductivité du
système et la topologie [18]. Ils montrèrent que la conductivité du système est associée
à un invariant topologique, parfois appelé invariant TKNN (pour le nom des auteurs) ou
encore nombre de Chern. Celui-ci caractérise la complexité du fibré principal, décrivant
le système et sa structure de jauge, et explique la stabilité de l’effet Hall sous le désordre.

FIGURE 2.2: Graphe de la résistivité de Hall en fonction du champ magnétique. Ce graphe
provient de [19].Pour rappel, 1G = 10�4

T .

18

Thouless et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 405(1982).

• Quantum Hall Effect 319

Fig. 3. Typical shape and cross-section of a GaAs-Al xG al-xAs hcterostructure used for Hall effect
measurements.

For electrical measurements on a 2DEG, heavily doped n+-contacts at the
semiconductor surface are used as current contacts and potential probes. The
shape of a typical sample used for QHE-experiments (GaAs-heterostructure) is
shown in Fig. 3. The electrical current is flowing through the surface channel,
since the fully depleted AlxGal-xAs acts as an insulator (the same is true for the
SiO2 of a MOSFET) and the p-type semiconductor is electrically separated
from the 2DEG by a p-n junction. It should be noted that the sample shown in
Fig. 3 is basically identical with new devices which may be important for the
next computer generation [6]. Measurements related to the Quantized Hall
Effect which include an analysis and characterization of the 2DEG are there-
fore important for the development of devices, too.

3. Quantum Transport of a 2DEG in Strong Magnetic Fields
A strong magnetic field B with a component Bz, normal to the interface causes
the electrons in the two-dimensional layer to move in cyclotron orbits parallel
to the surface. As a consequence of the orbital quantization the energy levels of
the 2DEG can be written schematically in the form

with the cyclotron energy ho, = heB/m *, the spin quantum numbers s = ±1/2

the Landé factor g and the Bohr magneton  B 

The wave function of a 2DEG in a strong magnetic field may be written in a
form where the y-coordinate y0 of the center of the cyclotron orbit is a good
quantum number [7].

?)=e ikxRl(Y-Yo) (5)

K. Von Klitzing, Nobel lecture

B

-  Magnetic field         Time reversal symmetry breaking 

-  Quantized conductivity 

-  Robust conductivity against disorder and interactions 

- TKNN formula          Link with the topological invariant 

- Characterized by a global topological property

1980

2005
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tum well, as shown in the right column,
the opposite ordering occurs due to in-
creased thickness d of the HgTe layer.
The critical thickness dc for band inver-
sion is predicted to be around 6.5 nm.

The QSH state in HgTe can be de-
scribed by a simple model for the E1
and H1 subbands2 (see the box on page
36). Explicit solution of that model
gives one pair of edge states for d > dc in
the inverted regime and no edge states
in the d < dc, as shown in  figure 3b. The
pair of edge states carry opposite spins
and disperse all the way from valence
band to conduction band. The crossing
of the dispersion curves is required 
by TR symmetry and cannot be re-
moved—it is one of the topological sig-
natures of a QSH insulator.

Less than one year after the theo-
retical prediction, a team at the Univer-
sity of Würzburg led by Laurens
Molenkamp observed the QSH effect in
HgTe quantum wells grown by molec-
ular-beam epitaxy.3 The edge states
provide a direct way to experimentally
distinguish the QSH insulator from the
trivial insulator. The two edge states of
the QSH insulator act as two conduct-
ing 1D channels, which each contribute
one quantum of conductance, e2/h. That
perfect transmission is possible be-
cause of the principle of antireflection
explained earlier. In contrast, a trivial
insulator phase is “really” insulating,
with vanishing conductance. Such a
sharp conductance difference between
thin and thick quantum wells was ob-
served experimentally, as shown in
 figure 3c.

From two to three dimensions
From figure 3b we see that the 2D topo-
logical insulator has a pair of 1D edge
states crossing at momentum k = 0.
Near the crossing point, the dispersion
of the states is linear. That’s exactly the
dispersion one gets in quantum field
theory from the Dirac equation for a
massless relativistic fermion in 1D, and
thus that equation can be used to de-
scribe the QSH edge state. Such a pic-
ture can be simply generalized to a 3D
topological insulator, for which the sur-
face state consists of a single 2D mass-
less Dirac fermion and the dispersion
forms a so-called Dirac cone, as illus-
trated in  figure 4. Similar to the 2D case, the crossing point—
the tip of the cone—is located at a TR-invariant point, such
as at k = 0, and the degeneracy is protected by TR symmetry.

Liang Fu and Kane predicted4 that the alloy Bi1!xSbx
would be a 3D topological insulator in a special range of x,
and with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) Zahid Hasan and coworkers at Princeton University
observed the topological surface states in that system.5 How-
ever, the surface states and the underlying mechanism turn
out to be extremely complex. In collaboration with Zhong

Fang’s group at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the two of
us predicted that Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3, and Sb2Te3, all with the lay-
ered structure in  figure 4a, are 3D topological insulators,
whereas a related material, Sb2Se3, is not.6

As in HgTe, the nontrivial topology of the Bi2Te3 family
is due to band inversion between two orbitals with opposite
parity, driven by the strong spin–orbit coupling of Bi and Te.
Due to such similarity, that family of 3D topological insula-
tors can be described by a 3D version of the HgTe model (see
the box). First-principle calculations show that the materials
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Figure 3. Mercury telluride quantum wells are two-dimensional topological 
insulators. (a) The behavior of a mercury telluride–cadmium telluride quantum
well depends on the thickness d of the HgTe layer. Here the blue curve shows the
potential-energy well experienced by electrons in the conduction band; the red
curve is the barrier for holes in the valence band. Electrons and holes are trapped
laterally by those potentials but are free in the other two dimensions. For quan-
tum wells thinner than a critical thickness dc ! 6.5 nm, the energy of the lowest-
energy conduction subband, labeled E1, is higher than that of the highest-
energy valence band, labeled H1. But for d > dc, those electron and hole bands
are inverted. (b) The energy spectra of the quantum wells. The thin quantum well
has an insulating energy gap, but inside the gap in the thick quantum well are
edge states, shown by red and blue lines. (c) Experimentally measured resistance
of thin and thick quantum wells, plotted against the voltage applied to a gate
electrode to change the chemical potential. The thin quantum well has a nearly
infinite resistance within the gap, whereas the thick quantum well has a quan-
tized resistance plateau at R = h/2e2, due to the perfectly conducting edge states.
Moreover, the resistance plateau is the same for samples with different widths,
from 0.5"µm (red) to 1.0"µm (blue), proof that only the edges are conducting.
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• 2D topological insulators 

Theoretically proposed in graphene:
C. L. Kane and E. J. Mele, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 226801 (2005)

Conjecture: spin-orbit 
coupling converts graphene 
into a Q. spin Hall insulator

... effect turned out to be too small.

tum well, as shown in the right column,
the opposite ordering occurs due to in-
creased thickness d of the HgTe layer.
The critical thickness dc for band inver-
sion is predicted to be around 6.5 nm.

The QSH state in HgTe can be de-
scribed by a simple model for the E1
and H1 subbands2 (see the box on page
36). Explicit solution of that model
gives one pair of edge states for d > dc in
the inverted regime and no edge states
in the d < dc, as shown in  figure 3b. The
pair of edge states carry opposite spins
and disperse all the way from valence
band to conduction band. The crossing
of the dispersion curves is required 
by TR symmetry and cannot be re-
moved—it is one of the topological sig-
natures of a QSH insulator.

Less than one year after the theo-
retical prediction, a team at the Univer-
sity of Würzburg led by Laurens
Molenkamp observed the QSH effect in
HgTe quantum wells grown by molec-
ular-beam epitaxy.3 The edge states
provide a direct way to experimentally
distinguish the QSH insulator from the
trivial insulator. The two edge states of
the QSH insulator act as two conduct-
ing 1D channels, which each contribute
one quantum of conductance, e2/h. That
perfect transmission is possible be-
cause of the principle of antireflection
explained earlier. In contrast, a trivial
insulator phase is “really” insulating,
with vanishing conductance. Such a
sharp conductance difference between
thin and thick quantum wells was ob-
served experimentally, as shown in
 figure 3c.

From two to three dimensions
From figure 3b we see that the 2D topo-
logical insulator has a pair of 1D edge
states crossing at momentum k = 0.
Near the crossing point, the dispersion
of the states is linear. That’s exactly the
dispersion one gets in quantum field
theory from the Dirac equation for a
massless relativistic fermion in 1D, and
thus that equation can be used to de-
scribe the QSH edge state. Such a pic-
ture can be simply generalized to a 3D
topological insulator, for which the sur-
face state consists of a single 2D mass-
less Dirac fermion and the dispersion
forms a so-called Dirac cone, as illus-
trated in  figure 4. Similar to the 2D case, the crossing point—
the tip of the cone—is located at a TR-invariant point, such
as at k = 0, and the degeneracy is protected by TR symmetry.

Liang Fu and Kane predicted4 that the alloy Bi1!xSbx
would be a 3D topological insulator in a special range of x,
and with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) Zahid Hasan and coworkers at Princeton University
observed the topological surface states in that system.5 How-
ever, the surface states and the underlying mechanism turn
out to be extremely complex. In collaboration with Zhong

Fang’s group at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the two of
us predicted that Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3, and Sb2Te3, all with the lay-
ered structure in  figure 4a, are 3D topological insulators,
whereas a related material, Sb2Se3, is not.6

As in HgTe, the nontrivial topology of the Bi2Te3 family
is due to band inversion between two orbitals with opposite
parity, driven by the strong spin–orbit coupling of Bi and Te.
Due to such similarity, that family of 3D topological insula-
tors can be described by a 3D version of the HgTe model (see
the box). First-principle calculations show that the materials
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Figure 3. Mercury telluride quantum wells are two-dimensional topological 
insulators. (a) The behavior of a mercury telluride–cadmium telluride quantum
well depends on the thickness d of the HgTe layer. Here the blue curve shows the
potential-energy well experienced by electrons in the conduction band; the red
curve is the barrier for holes in the valence band. Electrons and holes are trapped
laterally by those potentials but are free in the other two dimensions. For quan-
tum wells thinner than a critical thickness dc ! 6.5 nm, the energy of the lowest-
energy conduction subband, labeled E1, is higher than that of the highest-
energy valence band, labeled H1. But for d > dc, those electron and hole bands
are inverted. (b) The energy spectra of the quantum wells. The thin quantum well
has an insulating energy gap, but inside the gap in the thick quantum well are
edge states, shown by red and blue lines. (c) Experimentally measured resistance
of thin and thick quantum wells, plotted against the voltage applied to a gate
electrode to change the chemical potential. The thin quantum well has a nearly
infinite resistance within the gap, whereas the thick quantum well has a quan-
tized resistance plateau at R = h/2e2, due to the perfectly conducting edge states.
Moreover, the resistance plateau is the same for samples with different widths,
from 0.5"µm (red) to 1.0"µm (blue), proof that only the edges are conducting.
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tum well, as shown in the right column,
the opposite ordering occurs due to in-
creased thickness d of the HgTe layer.
The critical thickness dc for band inver-
sion is predicted to be around 6.5 nm.

The QSH state in HgTe can be de-
scribed by a simple model for the E1
and H1 subbands2 (see the box on page
36). Explicit solution of that model
gives one pair of edge states for d > dc in
the inverted regime and no edge states
in the d < dc, as shown in  figure 3b. The
pair of edge states carry opposite spins
and disperse all the way from valence
band to conduction band. The crossing
of the dispersion curves is required 
by TR symmetry and cannot be re-
moved—it is one of the topological sig-
natures of a QSH insulator.

Less than one year after the theo-
retical prediction, a team at the Univer-
sity of Würzburg led by Laurens
Molenkamp observed the QSH effect in
HgTe quantum wells grown by molec-
ular-beam epitaxy.3 The edge states
provide a direct way to experimentally
distinguish the QSH insulator from the
trivial insulator. The two edge states of
the QSH insulator act as two conduct-
ing 1D channels, which each contribute
one quantum of conductance, e2/h. That
perfect transmission is possible be-
cause of the principle of antireflection
explained earlier. In contrast, a trivial
insulator phase is “really” insulating,
with vanishing conductance. Such a
sharp conductance difference between
thin and thick quantum wells was ob-
served experimentally, as shown in
 figure 3c.

From two to three dimensions
From figure 3b we see that the 2D topo-
logical insulator has a pair of 1D edge
states crossing at momentum k = 0.
Near the crossing point, the dispersion
of the states is linear. That’s exactly the
dispersion one gets in quantum field
theory from the Dirac equation for a
massless relativistic fermion in 1D, and
thus that equation can be used to de-
scribe the QSH edge state. Such a pic-
ture can be simply generalized to a 3D
topological insulator, for which the sur-
face state consists of a single 2D mass-
less Dirac fermion and the dispersion
forms a so-called Dirac cone, as illus-
trated in  figure 4. Similar to the 2D case, the crossing point—
the tip of the cone—is located at a TR-invariant point, such
as at k = 0, and the degeneracy is protected by TR symmetry.

Liang Fu and Kane predicted4 that the alloy Bi1!xSbx
would be a 3D topological insulator in a special range of x,
and with angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) Zahid Hasan and coworkers at Princeton University
observed the topological surface states in that system.5 How-
ever, the surface states and the underlying mechanism turn
out to be extremely complex. In collaboration with Zhong

Fang’s group at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the two of
us predicted that Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3, and Sb2Te3, all with the lay-
ered structure in  figure 4a, are 3D topological insulators,
whereas a related material, Sb2Se3, is not.6

As in HgTe, the nontrivial topology of the Bi2Te3 family
is due to band inversion between two orbitals with opposite
parity, driven by the strong spin–orbit coupling of Bi and Te.
Due to such similarity, that family of 3D topological insula-
tors can be described by a 3D version of the HgTe model (see
the box). First-principle calculations show that the materials
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Figure 3. Mercury telluride quantum wells are two-dimensional topological 
insulators. (a) The behavior of a mercury telluride–cadmium telluride quantum
well depends on the thickness d of the HgTe layer. Here the blue curve shows the
potential-energy well experienced by electrons in the conduction band; the red
curve is the barrier for holes in the valence band. Electrons and holes are trapped
laterally by those potentials but are free in the other two dimensions. For quan-
tum wells thinner than a critical thickness dc ! 6.5 nm, the energy of the lowest-
energy conduction subband, labeled E1, is higher than that of the highest-
energy valence band, labeled H1. But for d > dc, those electron and hole bands
are inverted. (b) The energy spectra of the quantum wells. The thin quantum well
has an insulating energy gap, but inside the gap in the thick quantum well are
edge states, shown by red and blue lines. (c) Experimentally measured resistance
of thin and thick quantum wells, plotted against the voltage applied to a gate
electrode to change the chemical potential. The thin quantum well has a nearly
infinite resistance within the gap, whereas the thick quantum well has a quan-
tized resistance plateau at R = h/2e2, due to the perfectly conducting edge states.
Moreover, the resistance plateau is the same for samples with different widths,
from 0.5"µm (red) to 1.0"µm (blue), proof that only the edges are conducting.
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• 3D topological insulators

1st experiment reported: 

Hsieh et al., Nature 452, 970 (2008)

Quantum Spin Hall effect

Natural generalization of the Quantum spin Hall effect in 3D.
Theoretically predicted in real materials : 

Fu and Kane, Phys. Rev. B 76, 045302 (2007).

Qi and Zhang, Physics Today 63, 33 (2010).
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Experiment
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lattice shaking 
[G. Jotzu et al., Nature (2014)]

Synthetic dimensions 
[Mancini et al., Science  (2015)]

Laser Assisted tunneling 
[M. Aidelsburger et al.,Phys. Rev. Lett. 2013]

M.C.Rechtsman et al., 
Nature (2013)

Array of wave guides 
[M.C.Rechtsman et al., Nature (2013)] 
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y

FIG. 1. Experimental concept and apparatus. a, A collimated beam crosses a sequence of liquid crystal (LC) devices.
Di↵erent LC patterns implement coin rotations (W ) and spin-dependent walker discrete translations (Tx and Ty). Each
evolution step U = TyTxW is realized with three LC devices. The walker position is encoded in the transverse momentum of
photons, so that walker steps physically correspond to transverse kicks which tilt slightly the photon propagation direction.
The transverse di↵raction of light remains negligible across the whole set-up, and the entire evolution e↵ectively occurs in a
single beam. At the exit of the walk, a lens (with focal distance equal to 50 cm) Fourier-transforms transverse momentum into
position, allowing us to resolve and measure individual modes. b, The recorded intensity pattern is a regular grid of small
Gaussian spots, whose intensities are proportional to the walker’s spatial probability distribution. We set the modes beam
radius to w0 = 5 mm, that corresponds to a spot size of ' 20µm (radius) on the camera plane. c, LC optic-axis pattern for a
g-plate which realizes a Tx operator. The spatial period ⇤ fixes the transverse momentum lattice spacing �k? = 2⇡/⇤. We
use ⇤ = 5 mm, so that �k? = 1.26 mm�1, corresponding to a spacing between spots of ' 63µm on the camera. d, Action of
a single g-plate Tx on a linearly polarized beam | 0i = |0, 0, Hi, where |Hi = (|Li+ |Ri)

p
2, for three di↵erent values of �.

with Tx and Ty tuned at the same value of �. This evolu-
tion represents a generalization of the alternated protocol
introduced in Ref. [34].

We start with a localized walker state |m = (0, 0),�i,
which physically corresponds to a wide input Gaussian
beam with radius w0 = 5 mm, propagating along the
z direction. In Fig. 2 we show representative data for
� = ⇡/2 and a linearly polarized input. The walker
distribution remains concentrated along the diagonal
mx = �my during the whole evolution, as a conse-
quence of the absence of coin rotation operations be-
tween every action of Tx and Ty. All data show an excel-
lent agreement with numerical simulations. A quantita-
tive comparison is provided by computing the similarity

S =
�P

m

p
PePs

�2
/ (

P
m Pe

P
m Ps) between simulated

(Ps) and experimental (Pe) distributions. For the data
shown in Fig. 2, we have S = (98.2 ± 0.5)%, (98.0 ±
0.3)%, (98.0 ± 0.2)% for the distributions at t = 0, 3, 5,
respectively. The uncertainties on these values are the
standard errors of the mean, obtained by repeating each

experiment four times. Distributions obtained for other
choices of the coin input state are reported in Supple-
mentary Figs. S5,S6.

C. Quasi-momentum, quasi-energy bands and
group velocity

A quantum walk can be regarded as the stroboscopic
evolution generated by the (dimensionless) e↵ective Flo-
quet Hamiltonian He↵ ⌘ i lnU . The eigenvalues of He↵

are therefore defined only up to integer multiples of 2⇡,
and are termed quasi-energies. Both U and He↵ admit a
convenient representation in the reciprocal space q asso-
ciated with the coordinate m of the walker. As discussed
above, the dimensionless coordinate m = k?/�k? is
encoded in our setup in the transverse momentum k?
of the propagating beam. As such, its conjugate vari-
able corresponds physically to the position vector r? in
the xy transverse plane. We introduce therefore the di-

Quantum walk of twisted photons 
[A D’errico et al., Optica (2020)] 
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• Interactions can destroy topological phases. 

• They can induce a fractional QAH effect.  

T. Neupert et al. PRL 106, 236804 (2011) 

• Even more, they can even induce the topology.  

S. Raghu et al. ,PRL 100, 156401 (2008) 

Chern insulators due to spontaneous breaking of time-reversal 
symmetry driven by interactions 

Interac3ons in Chern Insulators

Review: S. Rachel, Rep. Prog. Phys. 81, 116501 (2018)
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Topological Mott Insulators
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We consider extended Hubbard models with repulsive interactions on a honeycomb lattice, and the
transitions from the semimetal to Mott insulating phases at half-filling. Because of the frustrated nature of
the second-neighbor interactions, topological Mott phases displaying the quantum Hall and the quantum
spin Hall effects are found for spinless and spin fermion models, respectively. The mean-field phase
diagram is presented and the fluctuations are treated within the random phase approximation.
Renormalization group analysis shows that these states can be favored over the topologically trivial
Mott insulating states.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.156401 PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.27.+a, 71.30.+h

Introduction.—Partly motivated by the discovery of the
high Tc superconductivity, the study of Mott insulators has
attracted great attention in recent years. Defined in a gen-
eral sense, interactions drive a quantum phase transition
from a metallic to an insulating ground state in these
systems. Most Mott insulators found in nature also have
conventional order parameters, describing, for example,
the charge-density-wave (CDW) or the spin-density-wave
(SDW) orders. However, Mott insulators with exotic
ground states, such as the current carrying ground states
have also been proposed theoretically [1– 4]. In parallel
with the study of strongly correlated systems, there has
recently been a growing interest in realizing topologically
nontrivial states of matter in band insulators. In the quan-
tum anomalous Hall (QAH) insulator [5,6], the ground
state breaks time-reversal symmetry but does not break
the lattice translational symmetry. The ground state has a
bulk insulating gap, but has chiral edge states. In the
quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator [7–9], the ground state
does not break time-reversal symmetry, has a bulk insulat-
ing gap, but has helical edge states, where electrons with
the opposite spins counterpropagate. The QSH state has
recently been predicted theoretically [9] and observed
experimentally in HgTe quantum wells [10].

Given the tremendous interest in finding Mott insulators
with exotic ground states, and the recent discovery of the
topologically nontrivial band insulators, it is natural to ask
whether one can find examples of topological Mott insu-
lators, which we define as states with bulk insulating gaps
driven by the interaction, and inside which lie topologi-
cally protected edge states. Furthermore, electronic states
in the Mott insulator phases are characterized by topologi-
cal invariants, namely, the U!1" Chern number [11] in the
case of the QAH state, and the Z2 invariant [12] in the case
of the QSH state. In this Letter, we report on the first
example of such a case by systematically studying
Hubbard models with repulsive interactions on a two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice. The repulsive honeycomb
Hubbard model was studied in the context of antiferro-
magnetism using quantum Monte Carlo simulations [13]

and is also a possible model for a spin liquid [14]. Here, we
consider further neighbor repulsion and demonstrate that
topological Mott phases displaying the QAH and the QSH
effects are generated dynamically in this system.

Spinless fermions and the QAH state.—The model
Hamiltonian for spinless fermions with nearest-neighbor
and next-neighbor interactions is written as

 H # $
X

hiji
t!cyi cj % H:c:" % V1

X

hi;ji
!ni $ 1"!nj $ 1"

% V2

X

hhi;jii
!ni $ 1"!nj $ 1" $!

!X
i
ni $ N

"
; (1)

where V1 and V2 are nearest-neighbor and next-neighbor
repulsions, respectively. Since the honeycomb lattice is
bipartite, consisting of two triangular sublattices (referred
to here as A and B), nearest-neighbor repulsion will fa-
vor a CDW phase with an order parameter " # 1

2 &
!hcyiAciAi$ hcyiBciBi" that breaks a discrete (inversion) sym-
metry. However, since the second-neighbor interactions
within the same sublattice are frustrated, CDW order will

aV

!"

!"
!"

!#
!#

!#

b1

b3b2

1V

U $,M

M%$,%
a a

1

2 3

2

FIG. 1. Interactions considered in our model Hamiltonian
(leftmost plaquette), Eq. (1). Various order parameters are shown
for the A sublattice (open circles) and for the B sublattice (filled
circles) in the middle and right plaquettes. The QAH-QSH order
parameters #A, #B are complex 4-vectors associated with the
directed second-neighbor links defined by bi. In the case of
spinless fermions, #A and #B are complex scalars.
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be suppressed; instead, we consider the possibility of gen-
erating bond order by defining the following order parame-
ter for i, j next nearest neighbors: !ij ! !"ji ! hcyi cji. Let
a1, a2, a3 be the nearest-neighbor displacements from a B
site to an A site such that z # a1 $ a2 is positive. We also
define the displacements b1 ! a2 % a3, b2 ! a3 % a1,
etc., which connect two neighboring sites on the same
sublattice (Fig. 1). A translational and rotational invariant
ansatz of !ij is chosen as

 !i;i&bs !
!
!A ! j!jei"A ; i 2 A
!B ! j!jei"B ; i 2 B

; (2)

which are complex scalars that live along the directed
second-neighbor links. The real and imaginary parts of
!ij break different discrete symmetries and are thus dis-
tinct order parameters: Re'!ij( breaks particle-hole sym-
metry, Im'!ij( breaks time-reversal symmetry, and both
break the C6v point-group symmetry when "A &"B ! 0.

Because of translational symmetry, the mean-field free-
energy at T ! 0 is readily obtained:
 

F'#;!; !";"( ! %
X

k

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
jt'k(j2 & 'V1#& 2V2j!jSk& !"S"(2

q

& 3L2'V1#2 & 2V2j!j2(: (3)

Here, t'k( ! P3
n!1 exp'ik # an(, !" ! '"A &"B(=2, " !

'"A %"B(=2, Sk& !" !
P3
n!1 sin'k # bn & !"(, S" ! sin".

Thus, the next-neighbor hopping amplitudes are purely real
only when both " ! 0 and !" ! 0.

When both # and ! ! 0, and at half-filling, the system is
a semimetal with two Fermi pointsK) that obeyK) # bi !
)2$=3 and the density of states vanishes linearly; the
dispersion in the vicinity of these so-called Dirac points
is governed by a 2D massless Dirac Hamiltonian in k
space. The CDW phase corresponds to an ordinary insula-
tor with a gap at the Fermi energy. As for !, its phase
relative to the nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude plays
an important role in determining its properties: while a
nonzero Re'!(merely shifts the energy of the Dirac points,
a nonzero imaginary part Im'!( opens a gap at the Fermi
points. Thus, when the system remains at half-filling, it is
more favorable to develop purely imaginary next-neighbor
hopping amplitudes; such a configuration corresponds to a
phase with spontaneously broken time-reversal symmetry.

To see whether such a phase can be favored, we mini-
mize the free-energy and arrive at the following self-
consistent equations:

 # ! 1

6L2

X

k

V1#& 2V2!Sk& !"S""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
jt'k(j2 & 'V1#& 2V2!Sk& !"S"(2

q ; (4)

 ! ! S"
6L2

X

k

Sk& !"'V1#& 2V2!Sk& !"S"("""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
jt'k(j2 & 'V1#& 2V2!Sk& !"S"(2

q : (5)

Because of the vanishing density of states near the Fermi

points, there is no instability towards any order with infini-
tesimal interactions. Interestingly, the self-consistent equa-
tion for ! shows that a nontrivial solution can occur only
when " ! 0, when V1 ! 0, beyond a critical value of
V2c > 0, which satisfies

 

1

V2c
!
S2
"

3L2

X

k

S2
k& !"

jtkj
; (6)

a phase in which j!j> 0 , !" ! 0, and " ! )$=2 is
favored. Thus, the system acquires purely imaginary
second-neighbor hoppings and breaks time-reversal sym-
metry. In the vicinity of this saddle point, fluctuations in
both !" and " are gapped. This configuration is stable at
finite V1 and thus does not require fine-tuning (see Fig. 2).
The band insulator version of the CDW state was consid-
ered in Ref. [15], while the quantum Hall (QH) state on a
honeycomb lattice was considered in Ref. [5]. The phase
with nonvanishing imaginary ! is precisely equivalent to
the model in Ref. [5]. In this phase, the filled band has a
nonzero Chern number [11] and is an integer quantum Hall
effect phase that is realized without Landau levels [5]. QH
states without Landau levels are referred to here as the
QAH states. However, the topologically nontrivial gap for
the QAH state arises here from many-body interactions,
and we shall refer to such states as topological Mott
insulators.

The mean-field phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2. There
is a continuous transition from the semimetal to either the
CDW or the QAH phase, and there is also a first-order
transition from the CDW to the QAH phase that terminates
at a bicritical point. By integrating out the fermionic fields,
it is possible to construct a Landau-Ginzburg (LG) theory
near the semimetallic region. Because of the linear disper-
sion of the Fermi points, the LG free-energy contains
anomalous terms of the form j#j3 and jIm'!(j3 [16].
Thus, even within mean-field theory, the CDW order pa-

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
0

1

2

3

4

V
1

V
2

SM

QAH

CDW

FIG. 2 (color online). Phase diagram for spinless fermions
(t ! 1). The semimetallic (SM) state that occurs at weak cou-
pling is separated from the CDW and the topological QAH states
via a continuous transition. The line separating the QAH and
CDW marks a first-order transition, which terminates at a
bicritical point.
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2. Topological MoG insulator in the 
checkerboard laJce

ones obtained with density matrix renormalization group
methods [24,26]. We then study the ground state (GS)
around half filling in the QAH phase, with an unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF) ansatz. The latter is motivated by
previous studies in strongly correlated materials, in which
UHF methods describe the main physics of the doped GS,
up to corrections in the local quantities [40–44]. At low
particle doping, we observe a self-trapped polaron and
study its effect on the background topological SSB phase.
We also analyze the accuracy of the HF method and the
interaction between two polarons. For higher fillings, we
report the appearance of topological defects in the form of
domain walls separating the two sectors of the SSB phase at
half filling and inspect the topological chiral edge states on
top of them. Finally, we discuss prospects of realizing such
phases with cold Rydberg-dressed atoms in optical lattices.
Model.—We consider a Hamiltonian of spinless fermions

on a checkerboard lattice with periodic boundary condi-
tions, depicted in Fig. 1(a), Ĥ ! Ĥ0 " Ĥint, where Ĥ0 is the
quadratic part and Ĥint contains the interactions. On the
one hand, the quadratic part of the fermionic Hamiltonian
[24–26] reads (! ! 1)

Ĥ0 ! !t
X

hiji
#ĉ†i;Aĉj;B " H:c:$

"
X

i

X

!!A;B
"!x;y

#J!" ĉ†i;!ĉi"2";! " H:c:$ ! #
X

i

n̂i; #1$

where t stands for the NN hopping amplitude between sites
A and B, J!" is the NNN hopping amplitude, with " ! x, y
and ! ! A, B, and # is the chemical potential that controls
the fermionic filling. In the remainder of the Letter, we
also set t ! 1, and JAx ! JBy ! "0.5 and JAy ! JBx ! !0.5,
which generates a $ flux on each sublattice. Such
Hamiltonian has two bands with a quadratic band touching
at half filling. On the other hand, the interaction part of the
Hamiltonian reads

Ĥint ! V1

X

hiji
n̂i;An̂j;B " V2

X

!ij"

n̂in̂j #2$

and has NN and NNN density-density repulsive inter-
actions. Such Hamiltonian has a rich phase diagram in
terms of V1=t and V2=t already at the mean-field level, as
will be discussed below.
Phase diagram at half filling.—We treat the interaction

Hamiltonian with a standard HF decoupling, respecting the
Wick’s theorem,

n̂in̂j " n̄in̂j " n̄jn̂i ! n̄in̄j ! %ijĉ
†
j ĉi ! %%ijĉ

†
i ĉj " j%ijj2; #3$

with %ij ! hĉ†i ĉji and n̄i ! hn̂ii. The HF values %ij and n̄i
are found by determining the self-consistent eigenstates &
and energies E of the HF Hamiltonian at zero temperature.
We also work with a four-site unit-cell translationally
invariant ansatz [see Fig. 1(b)], which we will refer to as
the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) ansatz in the remainder
of the Letter (see Supplemental Material [45]). The phase
diagram, presented in Fig. 1(b), has three insulating phases,
each of them with an order parameter that captures a broken
symmetry: (i) the site nematic insulating phase character-
ized by 'n ! jn̄A1

" n̄A2
! n̄B1

! n̄B2
j, (ii) the stripe insu-

lating phase, with 's ! jn̄A1
! n̄A2

j" jn̄B1
! n̄B2

j, and (iii) a
QAH phase, with time-reversal symmetry breaking (TRSB)
due to interaction-induced closed loops of imaginary NN
hopping %QAH ! jIm#%A1B1

" %B1A2
" %A2B2

" %B2A1
$j=4. In

order to characterize the topology of the QAH phase, we
obtain its RHF band structure, which shows two lower
filled bands separated from the two upper bands by an
energy gap !QAH ! 8V1%QAH. We compute the total
Chern number ( of the filled bands and find ( ! &1
[45]. The two possible values of ( account for the twofold
ground-state degeneracy in the interaction-induced QAH
phase, i.e., the current loops can flow in two opposite
directions, and the system reaches one of the two sym-
metry-breaking sectors through a spontaneous TRSB
mechanism [see Fig. 1(b)].
Self-trapped polaron.—We now focus on the system at

low particle doping ), starting for the case of one extra
particle () ! 1). In the noninteracting rigid band picture,
the bulk of the system would lose its insulating character, as
the particle would occupy the first single-particle state
above the gap. In order to analyze the interacting system,
hereafter we fix the value of the interactions to V1=t ! 2.5
and V2=t ! 1.5. We first study the solution of the RHF
ansatz, shown in Fig. 2(a). The self-consistent band
structure exhibits only a slight deformation of the bands
due to interactions and, indeed, we observe the occupation
of a single-particle state above the gap. However, there is
also the possibility of lowering the energy by creating states
inside the gap, which need to be localized in a finite region
of the lattice. In order to capture this scenario, we go one
step further and work without the requirement of spatial

QAH

site nematic
insulator

stripe insulator

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) The system is described by a Hamiltonian of
spinless fermions Ĥ on a checkerboard lattice, which has NN
and NNN hoppings and interactions. (b) Mean-field phase
diagram of the system at half filling in terms of the NN (V1)
and NNN (V2) interactions. Each SSB phase is represented with a
schematic in the four-sites unit-cell ansatz. For the QAH phase,
the two degenerate SSB solutions are explicitly shown.
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Ĥ =
X

ij

tij ĉ
†
i ĉj + V1

X

hiji

n̂in̂j + V2

X

hhijii

n̂in̂j
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• Extended Fermi-Hubbard model of spinless fermions on the checkerboard lattice 
with a pi-flux.  
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<latexit sha1_base64="UQB0KO2AFTgK2nraYPU9POG38LE=">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</latexit>

�t0
<latexit sha1_base64="UQB0KO2AFTgK2nraYPU9POG38LE=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="4W+xFdc15BILHizaaQpPRYU8MGw=">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</latexit>

Topological MoB Insulator on the Checkerboard laEce

E(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="9fXdqNxJ8mVBHtVrfPZzWi7x26I=">AAAFI3icfVRNb9MwGPZGgFG+NjhyCVRI4zI1GxIcNyGkckEF0W5SnU2O4zRWHcfYTqGy8ju4woFfww1x4cB/wflolyUFS5Eev8/zvO/r15EDwajSg8Hvre1rzvUbN3du9W7fuXvv/u7eg4lKM4nJGKcslWcBUoRRTsaaakbOhCQoCRg5DeavCv50QaSiKf+gl4L4CZpxGlGMtA35r/dhgnQcRGaeP7vY7Q8OBuVyu8CrQR/Ua3Sx5wAYpjhLCNeYIaWm3kBo3yCpKWYk78FMEYHwHM3I1EKOEqJ8U3adu09tJHSjVNqPa7eMNh0GJUotk8Aqix5VmyuCm7hppqOXvqFcZJpwXBWKMubq1C1G4IZUEqzZ0gKEJbW9ujhGEmFtB9WDnHzCaZIgHhqI+ExpmSa5gZp81pkw8OQkz6+KaGjpoo1QGa9DrryGtimcCsvFSBvcocIGdw5DNGsJhmt+2PbyNcXbFGP2QPZiLCKRhtUOPm7uWg4pVw5JZ7GGcmVpblseFKh86vm2iP3ztGv6Xu5CWWKrlKSpfbMej0Ud9j1ZsRZ1jimTusykUabALeVIrSZiIe2Q1agL0aZBi7XZwCBlYfFHpqyI2/vsaKtc4h+5RvFlI3GnkbhuJN5sXoh4cycLJEXcbcbqq4SlcVPGhCBeT/Dy/osx/u9ybZpZbs5LYEvaN8NrvxBdMDk88I4ODt897x+/rV+PHfAIPAH7wAMvwDEYghEYAww+gi/gK/jmfHd+OD+dX5V0e6v2PARXlvPnL6Zd2V0=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9PlrnFFjmqZrqUm0mZ8patVbK5A=">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</latexit>

• Extended Fermi-Hubbard model of spinless fermions on the checkerboard lattice 
with a pi-flux.  

K. Sun et al. PRL 103, 046811 (2009) 
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+t0
<latexit sha1_base64="cWmFR9knjuxr09VXPkAJBtfUeqE=">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</latexit>

+t0
<latexit sha1_base64="cWmFR9knjuxr09VXPkAJBtfUeqE=">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</latexit>

�t0
<latexit sha1_base64="UQB0KO2AFTgK2nraYPU9POG38LE=">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</latexit>

�t0
<latexit sha1_base64="UQB0KO2AFTgK2nraYPU9POG38LE=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="4W+xFdc15BILHizaaQpPRYU8MGw=">AAAFF3icfVRNb9MwGPZGgFG+NjhyCVRInKpmIMFxg0u5dYh2k+puchw3sebYlu0UKiu/gCsc+DXcEFeO/Bucj3ZZUrAU6fH7PM/7vn4dOZSMajMc/tnZveHdvHV7707v7r37Dx7uHzyaapEpTCZYMKHOQqQJo5xMDDWMnElFUBoychpeviv40yVRmgr+0awkmaco5nRBMTIudGIu9vvDwbBcfhcENeiDeo0vDjwAI4GzlHCDGdJ6FgylmVukDMWM5D2YaSIRvkQxmTnIUUr03Jad5v5zF4n8hVDu48Yvo02HRanWqzR0yhSZRLe5IriNm2Vm8WZuKZeZIRxXhRYZ843wi2P7EVUEG7ZyAGFFXa8+TpBC2Ljh9CAnn7BIU8QjCxGPtVEizS005LPJpIXHx3l+XUQjRxdtRNoGHXLttbRNYSEdlyBjcYeKGtw5jFDcEow2/Kjt5RuKtynG3IHcxThEFgZWO/i0uWs5lFo7FI0TA9Xa0ty2PCjU+SyYuyLubzO+7Qe5D1WJnVKRpvb9ZjwOddgPZM061DmmSusy00aZAreUY72eiIO0Q1ajLkTbBi03ZgtDwaLijxSsiLv77GirXPIfucbJVSNJp5GkbiTZbl7KZHsnS6Rk0m3G6auEpXFbxpQgXk/w6v6LMf7vcl2aOLfnJXAl3ZsRtF+ILpgeDoKXg8OTV/2jt/XrsQeegGfgBQjAa3AERmAMJgADAr6Ar+Cb99374f30flXS3Z3a8xhcW97vv1K71IY=</latexit>V1

<latexit sha1_base64="TTETj4tOWnC8v2sm3P0Jg9evsXQ=">AAAFLXicfVTLjtMwFPUMAYbymgF2bAIVEqtRM4MEyxmxKRtUHu2M1HQqx3ETq37JdgqVlU9gC5/B17BAQmz5DZwm7WSSgqVIx/ecc+/1deRIUqJNr/dzZ/ead/3Gzb1bndt37t67v3/wYKRFphAeIkGFOo+gxpRwPDTEUHwuFYYsovgsmr8u+LMFVpoI/tEsJZ4wmHAyIwgaF/owmgbT/W7vsLdafhsEFeiCag2mB96jMBYoY5gbRKHW46AnzcRCZQiiOO+EmcYSojlM8NhBDhnWE7vqNfefuUjsz4RyHzf+Klp3WMi0XrLIKRk0qW5yRXArFyk4x6ZR3cxeTSzhMjOYo7L4LKO+EX4xDD8mCiNDlw5ApIjr30cpVBAZN7JOyPEnJBiDPLYh5Ik2SrDchgZ/Npm04elpnl8VkdjRRWuxtkGLXHstaVJISMel0FjUouIadxHGMGkI+hu+3/TyDcWbFKXuQO6yHMIzE5a78El913AotXYokqQmVGtLfdvwwEjn42Diirh/0Pi2G+R+qFbYKRWua99sxuNQi32P16xDrWMqVpUZ1coUuKEc6PVEHCQtshx1Ido2aLkx2zASNC7+UkGLuLvPlrbMJf+Ra5BeNpK2GkmrRtLt5oVMt3eygEqm7Wacvky4Mm7LyDDk1QQv778Y4/8u16VJcnuxAq6ke0eC5qvRBqOjw+D48Ojdi+7J2+pF2QOPwVPwHATgJTgBfTAAQ4BAAr6Ar+Cb99374f3yfpfS3Z3K8xBcWd6fv2CN3YA=</latexit>

V2
<latexit sha1_base64="eJbxgv7cx8lHbDCv8KvfsrvDIvY=">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</latexit>

Topological MoB Insulator on the Checkerboard laEce

E(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="9fXdqNxJ8mVBHtVrfPZzWi7x26I=">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</latexit>
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• Extended Fermi-Hubbard model of spinless fermions on the checkerboard lattice 
with a pi-flux.  
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Topological MoB Insulator on the Checkerboard laEce
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• Extended Fermi-Hubbard model of spinless fermions on the checkerboard lattice 
with a pi-flux.  
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<latexit sha1_base64="cWmFR9knjuxr09VXPkAJBtfUeqE=">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</latexit>

�t0
<latexit sha1_base64="UQB0KO2AFTgK2nraYPU9POG38LE=">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</latexit>

�t0
<latexit sha1_base64="UQB0KO2AFTgK2nraYPU9POG38LE=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="4W+xFdc15BILHizaaQpPRYU8MGw=">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</latexit>V1

<latexit sha1_base64="TTETj4tOWnC8v2sm3P0Jg9evsXQ=">AAAFLXicfVTLjtMwFPUMAYbymgF2bAIVEqtRM4MEyxmxKRtUHu2M1HQqx3ETq37JdgqVlU9gC5/B17BAQmz5DZwm7WSSgqVIx/ecc+/1deRIUqJNr/dzZ/ead/3Gzb1bndt37t67v3/wYKRFphAeIkGFOo+gxpRwPDTEUHwuFYYsovgsmr8u+LMFVpoI/tEsJZ4wmHAyIwgaF/owmgbT/W7vsLdafhsEFeiCag2mB96jMBYoY5gbRKHW46AnzcRCZQiiOO+EmcYSojlM8NhBDhnWE7vqNfefuUjsz4RyHzf+Klp3WMi0XrLIKRk0qW5yRXArFyk4x6ZR3cxeTSzhMjOYo7L4LKO+EX4xDD8mCiNDlw5ApIjr30cpVBAZN7JOyPEnJBiDPLYh5Ik2SrDchgZ/Npm04elpnl8VkdjRRWuxtkGLXHstaVJISMel0FjUouIadxHGMGkI+hu+3/TyDcWbFKXuQO6yHMIzE5a78El913AotXYokqQmVGtLfdvwwEjn42Diirh/0Pi2G+R+qFbYKRWua99sxuNQi32P16xDrWMqVpUZ1coUuKEc6PVEHCQtshx1Ido2aLkx2zASNC7+UkGLuLvPlrbMJf+Ra5BeNpK2GkmrRtLt5oVMt3eygEqm7Wacvky4Mm7LyDDk1QQv778Y4/8u16VJcnuxAq6ke0eC5qvRBqOjw+D48Ojdi+7J2+pF2QOPwVPwHATgJTgBfTAAQ4BAAr6Ar+Cb99374f3yfpfS3Z3K8xBcWd6fv2CN3YA=</latexit>

V2
<latexit sha1_base64="eJbxgv7cx8lHbDCv8KvfsrvDIvY=">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</latexit>

n̂in̂j '� hĉ†i ĉji ĉ
†
j ĉi � hĉ†j ĉii ĉ

†
i ĉj

+ hn̂ii n̂j + hn̂ji+ h...i h...i
<latexit sha1_base64="6ca2J3F3Fea8L0mPJc/+/gkk/GI=">AAAF0XicfVRbb9MwFE7HCmPj0gFvvAQqJiRE1QwkELxs8DLeymUXqe4qx3Ebd7ETbGdQWZYQr/wOfhT/hpNLuzQpWGr7nfN9n31yTmo/iZjS/f6f1sa1zfb1G1s3t3du3b5zt7N770TFqST0mMRRLM98rGjEBD3WTEf0LJEUcz+ip/7F+4w/vaRSsVh80fOEjjieCjZhBGtIjTu/UYi1EXbMFmDmIsU4/eruPUe+xBdUG0SCOAEFge+ZLaJZHrGapszaFQdCe8+WMlHw2c9sNTuzy7jX69kqHne6/V4/X24TeCXoOuUajHc3H6AgJimnQpMIKzX0+okeGSw1IxG12yhVNMHkAk/pEKDAnKqRyftp3SeQCdxJLOEjtJtnqw6DuVJz7oOSYx2qFa4o29b1mXCdfpjqyeuRYSJJNRWkOHySRq6O3WxgbsAkJTqaA8BEMqjfJSGWmGgY6zYS9BuJOcciMAiLqdIy5tYgTb/rNDHo8NDaVRELgM7KCJTxGuTCa1idglECl70kpEEFFe4cBXhaExwt+aO6VywpUaeiCB4IhgWITjQqIvSoGtUcUi4ckk1DjeTCUg1rHuwrO/RGcAj8T7Rrup51kcwxKCWtaj8s2wOowX6iCxZQ4zElL485qRyT4ZpyoBYdAcgaZNHqTLSu0cnSbJAfR0H2lsZRlod5NrTFXsk/9hqEV4WEjULCspBwvfkyCddXcollEjaLAX2xYW5ctyOnWJQdvJp/1sb/DRe2mVpzngM4Eu4Rr35rNMHJfs970dv/+LJ78K68Ubach85j56njOa+cA+fIGTjHDmnttLzWm9bb9uf2vP2j/bOQbrRKz31nZbV//QXZFhpP</latexit>

J

A

B

Jx
B

Jy
B

(b)
V2/J

V1/J

(a)

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>+i⇠I

<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

mimicks Haldane’s  
imaginary hopping

Topological MoB Insulator on the Checkerboard laEce

E(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="9fXdqNxJ8mVBHtVrfPZzWi7x26I=">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</latexit>
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†
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hiji

n̂in̂j + V2

X

hhijii

n̂in̂j

<latexit sha1_base64="9PlrnFFjmqZrqUm0mZ8patVbK5A=">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</latexit>

• Extended Fermi-Hubbard model of spinless fermions on the checkerboard lattice 
with a pi-flux.  

K. Sun et al. PRL 103, 046811 (2009) 
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+t0
<latexit sha1_base64="cWmFR9knjuxr09VXPkAJBtfUeqE=">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</latexit>

+t0
<latexit sha1_base64="cWmFR9knjuxr09VXPkAJBtfUeqE=">AAAFGXicfVTLbtQwFHVLgDK8WliyCYwQSEijSUGCZQubshseM600nlaO40ms2o5lOwMjK5/AFhZ8DTvElhV/g/OYaZoMWIp0fM85915fRw4lo9oMh3+2tq94V69d37nRu3nr9p27u3v3JjrNFCZjnLJUnYRIE0YFGRtqGDmRiiAeMnIcnr8p+OMFUZqm4qNZSjLjKBZ0TjEyLvThmXlyttsfDobl8rsgqEEf1Gt0tucBGKU440QYzJDW02AozcwiZShmJO/BTBOJ8DmKydRBgTjRM1v2mvuPXSTy56lynzB+GW06LOJaL3nolByZRLe5IriJm2Zm/mpmqZCZIQJXheYZ803qFwf3I6oINmzpAMKKul59nCCFsHHj6UFBPuGUcyQiC5GItVEpzy005LPJpIWHh3l+WUQjRxdtRNoGHXLltbRN4VQ6LkHG4g4VNbhTGKG4JTha80dtr1hTok0x5g7kLsYhMjew2sGHzV3LodTKoWicGKhWlua25UGhzqfBzBVx/5vxbT/IfahK7JSKNLVv1+NxqMO+JyvWoc4xFa/LTBplCtxSjvRqIg7SDlmNuhBtGrRcmy0MUxYVf2TKiri7z462yiX/kWuUXDSSdBpJ6kaSzeaFTDZ3skBKJt1mnL5KWBo3ZeQEiXqCF/dfjPF/l+vSxLk9LYEr6d6MoP1CdMFkfxA8H+y/e9E/eF2/HjvgAXgEnoIAvAQH4AiMwBhgEIMv4Cv45n33fng/vV+VdHur9twHl5b3+y8lIdTs</latexit>

�t0
<latexit sha1_base64="UQB0KO2AFTgK2nraYPU9POG38LE=">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</latexit>

�t0
<latexit sha1_base64="UQB0KO2AFTgK2nraYPU9POG38LE=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="4W+xFdc15BILHizaaQpPRYU8MGw=">AAAFF3icfVRNb9MwGPZGgFG+NjhyCVRInKpmIMFxg0u5dYh2k+puchw3sebYlu0UKiu/gCsc+DXcEFeO/Bucj3ZZUrAU6fH7PM/7vn4dOZSMajMc/tnZveHdvHV7707v7r37Dx7uHzyaapEpTCZYMKHOQqQJo5xMDDWMnElFUBoychpeviv40yVRmgr+0awkmaco5nRBMTIudGIu9vvDwbBcfhcENeiDeo0vDjwAI4GzlHCDGdJ6FgylmVukDMWM5D2YaSIRvkQxmTnIUUr03Jad5v5zF4n8hVDu48Yvo02HRanWqzR0yhSZRLe5IriNm2Vm8WZuKZeZIRxXhRYZ843wi2P7EVUEG7ZyAGFFXa8+TpBC2Ljh9CAnn7BIU8QjCxGPtVEizS005LPJpIXHx3l+XUQjRxdtRNoGHXLttbRNYSEdlyBjcYeKGtw5jFDcEow2/Kjt5RuKtynG3IHcxThEFgZWO/i0uWs5lFo7FI0TA9Xa0ty2PCjU+SyYuyLubzO+7Qe5D1WJnVKRpvb9ZjwOddgPZM061DmmSusy00aZAreUY72eiIO0Q1ajLkTbBi03ZgtDwaLijxSsiLv77GirXPIfucbJVSNJp5GkbiTZbl7KZHsnS6Rk0m3G6auEpXFbxpQgXk/w6v6LMf7vcl2aOLfnJXAl3ZsRtF+ILpgeDoKXg8OTV/2jt/XrsQeegGfgBQjAa3AERmAMJgADAr6Ar+Cb99374f30flXS3Z3a8xhcW97vv1K71IY=</latexit>V1

<latexit sha1_base64="TTETj4tOWnC8v2sm3P0Jg9evsXQ=">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</latexit>

V2
<latexit sha1_base64="eJbxgv7cx8lHbDCv8KvfsrvDIvY=">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</latexit>
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+ hn̂ii n̂j + hn̂ji+ h...i h...i
<latexit sha1_base64="6ca2J3F3Fea8L0mPJc/+/gkk/GI=">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</latexit>
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+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>+i⇠I

<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">AAAFM3icfVRdb9MwFPVGgFG+NuCNl0CFhIRUNQMJHjfx0r2ggmg3VLeT47iJVduJbKessvIreIWfwY9BvCFe+Q84H+2ypGAp0vE959x7fR3ZTxhVut//sbN7zbl+4+berc7tO3fv3d8/eDBWcSoxGeGYxfLMR4owKshIU83IWSIJ4j4jp/7ibc6fLolUNBYf9SohU45CQecUI21Dn15QeEFn5iQ73+/2e/1iuW3gVaALqjU8P3AewSDGKSdCY4aUmnj9RE8NkppiRrIOTBVJEF6gkEwsFIgTNTVFx5n7zEYCdx5L+wntFtG6wyCu1Ir7VsmRjlSTy4NbOV+iBdGN6nr+ZmqoSFJNBC6Lz1Pm6tjNR+IGVBKs2coChCW1/bs4QhJhbQfXgYJ8xjHnSAQGIhEqLWOeGajJhU4TA4+Ps+yqiAaWzlsLlPFa5NpraJPCcWK5CGmDW1RQ42YwQGFDMNjwg6ZXbCjRpBizB7KXZRGZa1ju4JP6ruGQcu2QNIw0lGtLfdvwIF9lE29qi9g/Ubum62UulAW2Sknq2pPNeCxqsR/ImrWodUzJqzLjWpkcN5RDtZ6IhbRFlqPORdsGnWzMBvoxC/K/NGZ53N5nS1vmSv6RaxhdNhK1GomqRqLt5mUSbe9kiWQStZux+jJhYdyWkRMkqgle3n8+xv9drk0TZmZWAFvSviNe89Vog/Fhz3vZO3z/qnv0rnpR9sBj8BQ8Bx54DY7AAAzBCGDAwRfwFXxzvjs/nV/O71K6u1N5HoIry/nzF39f4EY=</latexit>

mimicks Haldane’s  
imaginary hopping

Topological MoB Insulator on the Checkerboard laEce

Eint(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="S1Oo4E+DAfBGuqaVlNJgWyaljuA=">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</latexit>

13Zeng et al, NPJ quant mat 2019



J
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+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>+i⇠I

<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>
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V2/t
<latexit sha1_base64="982A6m7JyL5m/Ks8qlxukWF75IY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02qoMeiF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wju5nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQUwHSkSCUbSS3+zVLrBXrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1f+6vYTlsVcIZPUmI7nphhMqEbBJJ+WupnhKWUjOuAdSxWNuQkm82On5MwqfRIl2pZCMld/T0xobMw4Dm1nTHFolr2Z+J/XyTC6CSZCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsc9IXmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQ5lOyIXjLL6+SZq3qXVZrD1eV+m0eRxFO4BTOwYNrqMM9NMAHBgKe4RXeHOW8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPHaCOOg==</latexit>

V1/t
<latexit sha1_base64="YfT+Gcge3I6egrNRZ4b1HS66oDY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02qoMeiF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToRS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNEmmGfdZIhPdDqnhUijuo0DJ26nmNA4lb4Wju5nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQUwHSkSCUbSS3+x5F9grV9yqOwdZJV5OKpCj0St/dfsJy2KukElqTMdzUwwmVKNgkk9L3czwlLIRHfCOpYrG3AST+bFTcmaVPokSbUshmau/JyY0NmYch7Yzpjg0y95M/M/rZBjdBBOh0gy5YotFUSYJJmT2OekLzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxINWVo8ynZELzll1dJs1b1Lqu1h6tK/TaPowgncArn4ME11OEeGuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHHBqOOQ==</latexit>

•Quantum Anomalous Hall phase (two ground states)

�i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="rjzdJCZ+4K1JNaXJobITStUyS8Q=">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</latexit>

�i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="rjzdJCZ+4K1JNaXJobITStUyS8Q=">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</latexit>

�i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="rjzdJCZ+4K1JNaXJobITStUyS8Q=">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</latexit>

�i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="rjzdJCZ+4K1JNaXJobITStUyS8Q=">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</latexit>

n̂in̂j '� hĉ†i ĉji ĉ
†
j ĉi � hĉ†j ĉii ĉ

†
i ĉj

+ hn̂ii n̂j + hn̂ji+ h...i h...i
<latexit sha1_base64="6ca2J3F3Fea8L0mPJc/+/gkk/GI=">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</latexit>

translationally invariant ansatz

Phase diagram at half filling
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•The QAH can salo be captured with a two-atom unit cell ansatz

Quantum Anomalous Hall phase and Chern number

Pauli vector

•One can show that the system is actually gapped in the QAH

E(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="9fXdqNxJ8mVBHtVrfPZzWi7x26I=">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</latexit>

•This phase is not insulating (gap) but also  

   topological. 

•  Topological invariant: Chern number

Qi et al., Phys. Rev. B 78, 195424 (2008)  
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•The QAH can salo be captured with a two-atom unit cell ansatz

Quantum Anomalous Hall phase and Chern number

Pauli vector

•One can show that the system is actually gapped in the QAH

Eint(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="S1Oo4E+DAfBGuqaVlNJgWyaljuA=">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</latexit>

•This phase is not insulating (gap) but also  

   topological. 

•  Topological invariant: Chern number

Qi et al., Phys. Rev. B 78, 195424 (2008)  
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Quantum Anomalous Hall phase and Chern number

J

A

B

Jx
B

Jy
B

(b)
V2/J

V1/J

(a)

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>+i⇠I

<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>

J

A

B

Jx
B

Jy
B

(b)
V2/J

V1/J

(a)

�i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="rjzdJCZ+4K1JNaXJobITStUyS8Q=">AAAFM3icfVTLjtMwFPUMAYbymgF2bAIVEhuqZkCC5YzYdDaoINoZVLcjx3ETq7YT2U6ZyspXsIXP4GMQO8SWf8B5tJNJCpYiHd9zzr3X15H9hFGl+/0fO7vXnOs3bu7d6ty+c/fe/f2DB2MVpxKTEY5ZLM98pAijgow01YycJZIg7jNy6i/e5vzpkkhFY/FRrxIy5SgUdE4x0jb06QWFF3RmTrLz/W6/1y+W2wZeBbqgWsPzA+cRDGKcciI0ZkipiddP9NQgqSlmJOvAVJEE4QUKycRCgThRU1N0nLnPbCRw57G0n9BuEa07DOJKrbhvlRzpSDW5PLiV8yVaEN2orudvpoaKJNVE4LL4PGWujt18JG5AJcGarSxAWFLbv4sjJBHWdnAdKMhnHHOORGAgEqHSMuaZgZpc6DQx8Pg4y66KaGDpvLVAGa9Frr2GNikcJ5aLkDa4RQU1bgYDFDYEgw0/aHrFhhJNijF7IHtZFpG5huUOPqnvGg4p1w5Jw0hDubbUtw0P8lU28aa2iP0TtWu6XuZCWWCrlKSuPdmMx6IW+4GsWYtax5S8KjOulclxQzlU64lYSFtkOepctG3QycZsoB+zIP9LY5bH7X22tGWu5B+5htFlI1GrkahqJNpuXibR9k6WSCZRuxmrLxMWxm0ZOUGimuDl/edj/N/l2jRhZmYFsCXtO+I1X402GB/2vJe9w/evukfvqhdlDzwGT8Fz4IHX4AgMwBCMAAYcfAFfwTfnu/PT+eX8LqW7O5XnIbiynD9/AYj94Eg=</latexit>

�i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="rjzdJCZ+4K1JNaXJobITStUyS8Q=">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</latexit>

�i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="rjzdJCZ+4K1JNaXJobITStUyS8Q=">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</latexit>

�i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="rjzdJCZ+4K1JNaXJobITStUyS8Q=">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</latexit>

•The two SSB ground states have an opposite Chern number

C = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="c8tQLg1nCBnboZBFWtdxEAH9ouo=">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</latexit>

C = �1
<latexit sha1_base64="D1wxCgJho+B1nwVZmxdxWs3it+I=">AAAFGnicfVTLbtQwFHVLgDK8WliyCYyQ2FBNChJskFp1M2zQgJhppcm0chxPYtUv2c7AyMovsIUFX8MOsWXD3+A8ZpomA5YiHd9zzr3X15EjSYk2g8Gfre1r3vUbN3du9W7fuXvv/u7eg4kWmUJ4jAQV6jSCGlPC8dgQQ/GpVBiyiOKT6OK44E8WWGki+EezlHjGYMLJnCBoitDxm+fB+W5/sD8ol98FQQ36oF6j8z0PhLFAGcPcIAq1ngYDaWYWKkMQxXkvzDSWEF3ABE8d5JBhPbNls7n/1EVify6U+7jxy2jTYSHTeskip2TQpLrNFcFN3DQz89czS7jMDOaoKjTPqG+EX5zcj4nCyNClAxAp4nr1UQoVRMbNpxdy/AkJxiCPbQh5oo0SLLehwZ9NJm14dJTnV0UkdnTRRqxt0CFXXkvaFBLScSk0FnWouMGdhTFMWoLhmh+2vXxN8TZFqTuQuxiH8NyE1S583Ny1HEqtHIokqQnVytLctjww0vk0mLki7oczvu0HuR+qEjulwk3t2/V4HOqwH/CKdahzTMXqMpNGmQK3lCO9moiDpENWoy5EmwYt12YbRoLGxR8paBF399nRVrnkP3KN0stG0k4jad1Iutm8kOnmThZQybTbjNNXCUvjpowMQ15P8PL+izH+73JdmiS3ZyVwJd2bEbRfiC6YHOwHL/YP3r/sH76rX48d8Ag8Ac9AAF6BQzAEIzAGCKTgC/gKvnnfvR/eT+9XJd3eqj0PwZXl/f4LwkLVGg==</latexit>
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Quantum Anomalous Hall phase and Chern number
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+i⇠I
<latexit sha1_base64="nRsqPbr01iJs+8dkc3Mz+brSBoM=">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</latexit>
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�i⇠I
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�i⇠I
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•The two SSB ground states have an opposite Chern number

C = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="c8tQLg1nCBnboZBFWtdxEAH9ouo=">AAAFGXicfVTLbtQwFHVLgDK8WliyCYyQWFWTggQbpFbdDBs0PGZaaTytHMeTWHVsy3YGRlY+gS0s+Bp2iC0r/gbnMdM0GbAU6fiec+69vo4cSka1GQz+bG1f867fuLlzq3f7zt1793f3Hky0yBQmYyyYUKch0oRRTsaGGkZOpSIoDRk5CS+OC/5kQZSmgn80S0lmKYo5nVOMjAt9OH4dnO/2B/uDcvldENSgD+o1Ot/zAIwEzlLCDWZI62kwkGZmkTIUM5L3YKaJRPgCxWTqIEcp0TNb9pr7T10k8udCuY8bv4w2HRalWi/T0ClTZBLd5orgJm6amfmrmaVcZoZwXBWaZ8w3wi8O7kdUEWzY0gGEFXW9+jhBCmHjxtODnHzCIk0RjyxEPNZGiTS30JDPJpMWHh3l+VURjRxdtBFpG3TIldfSNoWFdFyCjMUdKmpwZzBCcUswXPPDtpevKd6mGHMHchfjEJkbWO3g4+au5VBq5VA0TgxUK0tz2/KgUOfTYOaKuP/N+LYf5D5UJXZKRZraN+vxONRh35MV61DnmCqty0waZQrcUo70aiIO0g5ZjboQbRq0XJstDAWLij9SsCLu7rOjrXLJf+QaJZeNJJ1GkrqRZLN5IZPNnSyQkkm3GaevEpbGTRlTgng9wcv7L8b4v8t1aeLcnpXAlXRvRtB+IbpgcrAfPN8/ePeif/i2fj12wCPwBDwDAXgJDsEQjMAYYBCDL+Ar+OZ99354P71flXR7q/Y8BFeW9/svxfjU4w==</latexit>

C = �1
<latexit sha1_base64="D1wxCgJho+B1nwVZmxdxWs3it+I=">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</latexit>
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Quantum Anomalous Hall phase and Chern number
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+i⇠I
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Fate of the TMI beyond mean field

• Recent Density Renormalization group studies. 

• The authors also found the QAH phase.
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Tuning topological phase and quantum anomalous Hall effect
by interaction in quadratic band touching systems
Tian-Sheng Zeng 1, Wei Zhu2,3 and Donna Sheng4

Interaction-driven topological phases signi!cantly enrich the class of topological materials and thus are of great importance. Here,
we study the phase diagram of interacting spinless fermions !lling the two-dimensional checkerboard lattice with a quadratic band
touching (QBT) point. By developing new diagnosis based on the state-of-the-art density-matrix renormalization group and exact
diagonalization, we determine accurate quantum phase diagram for such a system at half-!lling with three distinct phases. For
weak nearest-neighboring interactions, we demonstrate the instability of the QBT towards an interaction-driven spontaneous
quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect. For strong interactions, the system breaks the rotational symmetry realizing a nematic
charge-density-wave (CDW) phase. Interestingly, for intermediate interactions we discover a symmetry-broken bond-ordered
critical phase sandwiched in between the QAH and CDW phases, which splits the QBT into two Dirac points driven by interaction.
Instead of the direct transition between QAH and CDW phases, our identi!cation of an intermediate phase sheds new light on the
theoretical understanding of the interaction-driven phases in QBT systems.

npj Quantum Materials �(2018)�3:49� ; doi:10.1038/s41535-018-0120-5

INTRODUCTION
Recently topological phases of matter in the band structure with
nontrivial topological Berry phase become an exciting research
area of modern physics, culminating in the experimental
observations of Haldane-honeycomb insulator1 and the quantum
anomalous Hall (QAH) effect in topological insulator.2 Generally
speaking, in such kind of systems with a nontrivial topological
invariant Chern number,3 exempli!ed by the integer quantum Hall
effect in the absence of magnetic !eld,4 time-reversal symmetry
(TRS) breaking of band structure is typically necessary. For
topologically trivial band structures with zero Chern number5–8,
it was proposed that the strong correlation between electrons can
also induce spontaneous TRS breaking at mean !eld level9,10 and
lead to QAH effect in Dirac semimetals. These interaction-induced
topological phases are interesting, since they can signi!cantly
enrich the class of topological materials.11–13 However such
a mechanism is challenged by subsequent numerical simula-
tions,14–17 which do not support the interaction-driven QAH effect.
Alternatively, it has been identi!ed that a quadratic band touching
(QBT) point has topological feature, and can be driven towards a
QAH phase with TRS breaking even under arbitrary weak
interactions, while strong interactions may lead to other compet-
ing phases.18,19

The theoretical prediction of such interaction-driven topological
phases,20–28 stimulates extensive studies by more rigorously
theoretical and numerical methods, including low energy
renormalization group approach in C4 symmetric checkerboard
lattice29–32 and bilayer graphene,33,34 !rst-principle calculations in
spin-dependent optical square lattice35 and halogenated hematite
nanosheets,36 and recently the unbiased numerical exact diag-
onalization (ED) diagnosis in both C4 symmetric checkerboard
lattice37 and C6 symmetric Kagome lattice.38 However, the stability

of the QAH effect in the presence of weak interaction has not
been settled. Based on the mean-!eld theory, the gap protecting
the QAH state is exponentially small for weak interaction, making
such a phase dif!cult to be identi!ed. A recent density-matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) study !nds a semimetal phase for
Kagome QBT systems with nearest-neighboring interactions,39

while adding further long-ranged interactions (V1 ~ V2 ~ V3) favors
a robust gapped QAH state.38 Thus, the weak interaction effect on
the QBT point remains elusive, because !nite-size calculations are
incapable of detecting extremely small energy gap. Furthermore,
the issue of the quantum phase transition between the
interaction-driven topological phase and other phases is hardly
touched. While ED analysis points to a !rst-order phase transition
from the QAH phase to the charge density wave phase without
intermediate phase,37,38,40 the interesting scenario of intermediate
Dirac liquid phase in such QBT systems deserves to be explored by
applying controlled numerical methods.
In this work, we develop accurate numerical diagnosis for the

topological phases to address these challenge issues through the
state-of-the-art DMRG and ED simulations. A schematic diagram of
our main results is shown in Fig. 1 for interacting spinless fermions
occupying the topologically trivial checkerboard lattice with a
QBT. For weak interactions V < V1, by applying the Hellmann-
Feynman theorem, we demonstrate the emergence of interaction-
driven QAH phase whose topological properties are featured by
two degenerate TRS breaking ground states arising from a pair of
Kramers degenerate states with opposite chiralities and integer
quantized topological Hall conductances. Remarkably, for inter-
mediate interactions V1 < V < V2 we establish the existence of a
new gapless critical phase as a sublattice bond-ordered nematic
phase, while the nematic CDW phase appears in the strongly
interacting regime. Our comprehensive DMRG and ED studies can
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Quantum anomalous Hall insulator stabilized by competing interactions
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We study the quantum phases driven by interaction in a semimetal with a quadratic band touching at the
Fermi level. By combining the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG), analytical power expanded
Gibbs potential method, and the weak coupling renormalization group, we study a spinless fermion system
on a checkerboard lattice at half-filling, which has a quadratic band touching in the absence of interaction. In the
presence of strong nearest-neighbor (V1) and next-nearest-neighbor (V2) interactions, we identify a site nematic
insulator phase, a stripe insulator phase, and a phase separation region, in agreement with the phase diagram
obtained analytically in the strong coupling limit (i.e., in the absence of fermion hopping). In the intermediate
interaction regime we establish a quantum anomalous Hall phase in the DMRG as evidenced by the spontaneous
time-reversal symmetry breaking and the appearance of a quantized Chern number C = 1. For weak interaction
we utilize the power expanded Gibbs potential method that treats V1 and V2 on equal footing, as well as the
weak coupling renormalization group. Our analytical results reveal that not only the repulsive V1 interaction,
but also the V2 interaction (both repulsive and attractive), can drive the quantum anomalous Hall phase. We also
determine the phase boundary in the V1-V2 plane that separates the semimetal from the quantum anomalous
Hall state. Finally, we show that the nematic semimetal, which was proposed for |V2| ! V1 at weak coupling in
a previous study, is absent, and the quantum anomalous Hall state is the only weak coupling instability of the
spinless quadratic band touching semimetal.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.98.125144

I. INTRODUCTION

The integer quantum Hall state is a paradigmatic example
of a topologically nontrivial phase of matter that is realized
in the absence of time-reversal symmetry [1]. In conven-
tional integer quantum Hall systems time-reversal symmetry
is explicitly broken by an externally applied magnetic field,
and its topological origin is revealed by the quantized Hall
conductivity which is a physical consequence of the non-
trivial Chern number that characterizes integer quantum Hall
states [2]. In the integer quantum Hall state the single-particle
spectrum is gapped in the bulk, while it remains gapless at
the edges due to topological protection. An externally applied
magnetic field, however, is not necessary for the existence of
an integer quantum Hall state as demonstrated theoretically by
Haldane [3], and simulated in ultracold atom experiments [4].
This new type of integer quantum Hall state realized in the
absence of a magnetic field is called a quantum anomalous
Hall (QAH) state. In the QAH phase the Chern number is
nontrivial and leads to topologically protected gapless edge
states.

QAH states resulting from breaking time-reversal sym-
metry through magnetic doping [5] or intrinsic ferromag-
netism [6] has been discussed extensively, and realized ex-
perimentally [7–9]. An alternative route for realizing a QAH

*shoushu.gong@buaa.edu.cn
†vafek@magnet.fsu.edu

state is through interaction driven spontaneous time-reversal
symmetry breaking. Such QAH orderings have been argued
to exist in two-dimensional semimetals with vanishing [10]
as well as finite [11–13] density of states at the Fermi
level. While some mean-field based analyses propose the
presence of a QAH state at finite interaction strength in
Dirac semimetals [10,14–16], other analytical and numeri-
cal studies find charge ordered phases instead [17–23]. Al-
though the QAH phase appears to be absent for linearly
dispersing fermions on the honeycomb lattice, other routes
for stabilizing a QAH state have been explored [24–31]. One
such route utilizes the finite density of states at the Fermi
level in two-dimensional semimetals with a quadratic band
touching point (QBT) [11,12]. Due to a finite density of
states, nearest-neighbor repulsive interaction V1 is marginally
relevant and can drive weak coupling instabilities in the
semimetal [12,32,33]. The instability is accompanied by a
spontaneous breaking of one of the symmetries that protect
the QBT. Although the runaway flow can potentially lead
to distinct symmetry broken states, energetics imply that the
QAH state is the dominant instability in a spinless fermion
system [11,34,35]. We note that for attractive interactions,
due to an absence of a Fermi surface, the pairing channel
mixes with various particle-hole scattering channels which
suppresses superconductivity [36,37].

Notwithstanding the promise of the analytic results, they
cannot rigorously establish the presence of the QAH state
because on the one hand a runaway renormalization group
(RG) flow leads to a loss of analytic control over RG based

2469-9950/2018/98(12)/125144(21) 125144-1 ©2018 American Physical Society
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one of the two degenerate time-reversal symmetry breaking
ground states with either “left-hand” or “right-hand” chirality
is spontaneously chosen. The two states have the same energy
but opposite QAH order.

To find the region in the phase diagram where the ground
state explicitly breaks time-reversal symmetry, we measure
the QAH order in the central triangular region in Fig. 2. As the
magnitude of the QAH order |!ij | is uniform in the bulk of the
cylinder, we simply denote it as !. Here we show the results
along the line with V1/t = 2V2/t in Fig. 4(b) as a demon-
strative example. On the Ly = 4 cylinder, ! is vanishingly
small for weak V1, but obtains a finite value in the neigh-
borhood of V1/t = 4, V2/t = 2. For Ly = 6, ! at V1/t =
3.5–4 enhances dramatically (considered as a function of Ly).
The trend continues for Ly = 8, and ! around V1/t = 4
strengthens with increasing Ly which indicates the presence
of a robust time-reversal symmetry breaking. The small !
around V1/t = 3 on the Ly = 6 cylinder increases rapidly,
showing that the larger system size overcomes the finite-
size effects. Based on the results on the Ly = 8 cylinder,
we find nonzero QAH order in the shaded region shown
in Fig. 2.

B. Quantized Hall conductance

In order to reveal the topological nature of the QAH phase,
we simulate the flux response in a cylindrical system to mea-
sure the Hall conductance !H [48,49]. Following the thought
experiment proposed by Laughlin for the integer quantum
Hall state [50,51], an integer quantized charge is expected
to be pumped from one edge of the cylinder to the other by
inserting a period of U (1) charge flux " along the axis direc-
tion of the cylinder as shown in Fig. 5(a). Over a period of
flux " = 0 increases to " = 2# , the Hall conductance can be
calculated from the pumped charge number $Q with the help
of !H = e2

h
$Q [48,49]. In DMRG simulation we introduce the

charge flux by using the twisted boundary condition in the y

direction, c
†
i cj + H.c. ! c

†
i cj e

i" + H.c., for all the hopping
terms that cross the y boundary. With growing flux " we
use the adiabatic DMRG simulation by taking the converged
ground state with a given flux " " as the initial ground state for
the next step sweeping with the increased flux " " + $" [48].

By adiabatically inserting flux " in DMRG simulation, we
calculate the distribution of the charge density #ni$ on the
cylinder. In the charge ordered phases, the charge density has
no response to flux as shown in Fig. 5(b). In the parameter
region with spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking, we
find that the charge is pumped from one edge of the cylinder
to the other without accumulation or depletion of the net
charge in the bulk of the cylinder, i.e., the charge density
of the sites in the bulk of the cylinder is always 1/2 during
the whole pumping process. In a period of flux " = 0 ! 2# ,
the pumped net charge $Q = 1.0, which characterizes the
quantized Hall conductance and identifies the QAH phase as
a Chern number C = 1 integer quantum Hall phase.

C. Decay length of the QAH order parameter

In the parameter regime where the interaction is repulsive
and our DMRG simulation does not find an unambiguous

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. Charge pumping with inserting U (1) flux in DMRG
simulation. (a) Schematic figure of the flux insertion simulation in
DMRG. The charge flux " is introduced in the cylinder by using
twisted boundary conditions for the hopping terms along the closed y

direction, i.e., for the hopping terms crossing the boundary line in the
y direction we set c

†
i cj e

i" + H.c. For an integer quantum Hall state,
the charge will be pumped from one open edge of the cylinder to
the other edge by adiabatically increasing flux " . In a period of flux
" = 0 ! 2# , a quantized charge $Q will be transferred. (b) Flux
(" ) dependence of the pumped charge number $Q in the DMRG
simulation. We set the flux increase in units of #/4. In the CDW
phases, the charge density #ni$ has no response to flux. In the QAH
phase, the charge is pumped by inserting flux. Over a period of "

a quantized net charge $Q = 1 is transferred, which characterizes
the QAH phase as a Chern number C = 1 integer quantum Hall
state.

evidence for a QAH phase, we measure the decay length of the
QAH order parameter by adding a pinning field in the bulk of
the cylinder. We introduce a pinning field in a single column of
bonds in the middle of the cylinder by modifying the nearest-
neighbor hopping from tc

†
i cj + H.c. to (t + ih)c†

i cj + H.c.,
where h is the pinning field which follows the direction shown
in Fig. 6(a). Since a finite h breaks time-reversal symmetry,
! obtains a finite value on the pinning bonds. The nonzero
QAH order exponentially decays along the x direction as
! % e&d/% , where d is the distance of the measured bond from
the pinning column, and % is the decay length. For a system
that is too small for an unambiguous detection of the QAH
order with the methods discussed in Secs. II A and II B, we
may still identify the QAH order by measuring how the decay
length % scales with increasing Ly . If % diverges with Ly , then
QAH is realized in a sufficiently large system. In contrast,
if % approaches a finite value in the large Ly limit, then
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access large system sizes to establish the stability of the QAH state
with weak interaction at the thermodynamic limit, and illustrate
the interaction controlling of the anomalous dissipationless Hall
transport properties of the QBT systems through opening and
closing of the energy excitation gap.

RESULTS
Hamiltonian
We consider the spinless fermions in the topologically trivial
checkerboard lattice model,

H! "t
P
r;r0h i

ayr br0 "
P
r;r0h ih i

tar;r0a
y
r ar0 # tbr;r0b

y
r br0

! "

#h:c:# V
P
r;r0h i

nar n
b
r0 #m

P
r

nar " nbr
# $

:
(1)

Here ar, br! are the particle annihilation operators for sublattices A,
B respectively, and nar ! ayr ar ; nbr ! byr br the particle number
operators at site r. !…" and !!…"" denote the nearest-neighbor
and the next-nearest-neighbor pairs of sites on a checkerboard
lattice, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, the hopping amplitudes
tar;r0 ! t0 for solid lines and tar;r0 ! "t0 for dashed lines in sublattice
A, while tbr;r0 ! t0 for solid lines and tbr;r0 ! "t0 for dashed lines in
sublattice B. The single-particle dispersion hosts a QBT at (kx, ky)=
(!, !) with Berry !ux ±2!, protected by TRS and C4 rotational
symmetry. Note that by adding a nonzero opposite shift " ! 0 to
the hopping ta$b%r;r0 ! ta$b%r;r0 # $"%" of both sublattices, the system H

breaks C4 symmetry down to C2 symmetry, and the QBT splits into
two Dirac points with gapless particle-hole symmetric dispersions.

QAH phase
We "rst address the critical issue if a robust QAH effect can be
stabilized with the presence of weak and nearest interaction. We
begin with studying the ground state properties up to a maximum
system sizes Ns= 32 based on ED. The geometry hosts both C4
point-group symmetry and TRS, and we "nd an exact twofold
ground state degeneracy #±j i at momentum K= (0, 0) below
excitation continuum for systems with "nite interaction V. This pair
of degenerate eigenstates are also eigenstates of C4 rotation with
eigenvalues ±i, respectively, which serves as important evidence
of TRS breaking as long as the energy excitation gap remains open
for large systems. In order to illustrate two TRS spontaneously
breaking states with opposite chiralities, we consider the system
response to the TRS breaking perturbation hopping phase
ei!ayr br0 # h:c: to the nearest-neighbor A and B sites (the phase
! is a tiny detecting !ux per plaquette for detecting QAH order).
From the Hellmann–Feynman theorem,41,42 we can derive the TRS

breaking chiral bond current Jr ! i ayr br0 " byr0ar
! "

between

nearest-neighboring sites from the linear response of the ground
state energy, as

#±h jJr #±j i ! 1
2Ns

"E± $!%
"!

%%%%
!!0

; (2)

where E± $!% ! #±h jH$!% #±j i. As indicated in Fig. 2a, we can see
##
& %%Jr ##

%% '
=" #"h jJr #"j i! 0.067, implying the opposite chiral-

ities of TRS breaking for weak interactions. To extract the
topological invariants of the doublet ground states for any value
!, we utilize the twisted boundary conditions #$!; r # N$ê$%= #
(!;r) exp(i%$) where %$ is the twisted angle in the $ (x or y)-
direction. The system is periodic when one !ux quantum %$= 0!
2! is inserted. Meanwhile, the many-body Chern number of the
ground state wavefunction #±(!) is de"ned as43,44

C± $!% !
Z

d%xd%y
2!i

"#±

"%x
j "#±

"%y

( )
" "#±

"%y
j "#±

"%x

( )* +
:

We identify the topological invariants C±(!)= ±1 for the twofold
ground states #± $!%j i under an in"nitesimal TRS breaking phase
! & 1. Due to the adiabatic connection between the #±(!) and
#±(0) as shown in Fig. 2a, we can obtain the topological invariants
for these doublet states C±= C±(!! 0)= ±1. On the contrary, for
strong interactions, we "nd that the expectation value of Jr in the

Fig. 1 Phase diagram of spinless fermion at half-!lling in the
topologically trivial checkerboard lattice with a QBT point, as the
nearest-neighboring interaction V increases. The two sublattice sites
A, B are labeled by blue and red colors, respectively. Please see the
main text for the de!nition of order parameters

Fig. 2 Numerical diagnosis of QAH phase. a The doublet ground state energies E±(!), in response to the vanishingly small TRS breaking
perturbation term, as a function of the phase !. The inset depicts the TRS breaking hopping phase in the anti-clockwise direction per
plaquette between nearest-neighboring pairs. b In!nite DMRG results for current-current correlations versus distance for different cylindrical
widths Ly= 2Ny. c The adiabatic charge pumping under the insertion of "ux quantum %y. The parameters t!= 0.8t, "=m= 0, and the
maximally kept number of states 3000
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3. Beyond half filling

stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
Ring-shaped domain walls.—Even at higher particle

doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
! # 8. Taking as a reference the polaron solutions, the
attractive interaction between them leads to a GS whose
inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
sufficiently large value of !, this eventually leads to the
formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs

(a)

(b) (a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Two polarons for ! # 2. (a),(b) Density profile of the
composite and nonoverlapping solutions. (c) Final distance
between the two polarons, taken as the separation between the
two sites with largest density, as a function of the separation in the
initial ansatz for the UHF values. Blue (orange) circles corre-
spond to composite (nonoverlapping) solutions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. (c),(d) GS currents J x and J y.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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• We fix V1/t = 2.5, V2/t= 1.5 .  

• What is the behavior with particle 
doping? 
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• We fix V1/t = 2.5, V2/t= 1.5 .  

• What is the behavior with particle 
doping? 

• Two possibilities:

E
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• Localized solutions inside the gap break also translational invariance 

• How do we study the topology in this case?
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Phases beyond half filling

(Interacting band scenario)
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• The definition of the Chern number relies on some kind of boundary 
conditions (periodic or twisted) giving a notion of k-space. 

• But the single-particle insulating ground state is characterized by  

P (r, r0) ⇠ e�↵|r�r0|
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R. Bianco and R. Resta, Phys. Rev. B 84, 241106(R) (2011)  
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and the value of the free energy
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which can be brought into the equivalent form
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SIV. CHERN NUMBER FORMULA OF THE LOWER BAND IN THE 2-SITES ANSATZ

We can write the Chern number of the checkerboard lattice as
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◆
, (S22)

where ~nk is given in Eq. (S16). It is useful to define ~vk = (�k, �k, �k), such that ~nk = ~vk/|~vk|. Then
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The expressions are the following
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Notice that to apply this formula we first have to determine the Hartree-Fock parameters ⇠’s and ⇢.

SV. CALCULATION OF THE LOCAL CHERN NUMBER

We follow the procedure introduced in [S1] and used in [S2] to compute the real space Chern number for a non-
homogeneous system. The value of C is quantized to the same value as the Chern number, and a non-zero value
indicates the presence of topologically protected chiral states at the edges of the bulk in which C is computed. We
first define the projectors onto the occupied and unoccupied single-particle states of the unrestricted Hartree-Fock
Hamiltonian

P =
X

i2occ

|�ii h�i| , Q̂ = 1� P̂ . (S25)

We also define the operators

r̂P = P̂ r̂Q̂ = (x̂P , ŷP ), r̂Q = Q̂r̂P̂ = (x̂Q, ŷQ). (S26)

These operators are quasi-local, in the sense that hi| r̂P,Q |ji ⇠ exp (�P,Qki� jk). Now, we define the local Chern
marker as

C(i) = �4⇡Im

2

4
X

j

hi| x̂Q |ji hj| ŷP |ii

3

5 (S27)

with

hi| x̂Q |ji =
X

l

Q(i, l)xlP (l, j), hj| ŷP |ii =
X

l

P (j, l)ylQ(l, i). (S28)



• Extremely useful in non-homogeneous phases, to detect different 
topological regions. 

C(R)
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quantized in the bulk

R. Bianco and R. Resta, Phys. Rev. B 84, 241106(R) (2011)  

Local Chern number
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•Local order parameter of the time reversal symmetry breaking 

hĉ†i ĉji ⌘ ⇠Rij + i⇠Iij
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(~Haldane’s imaginary hopping)

•Local Chern number (not a local order parameter, identifies global 
topology) 
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Local order parameter and global topological invariant
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• State localized in the gap 

• Density cloud in real space 

• Reduction of the local order 
parameter 

• Even sign inversion (change of 
the SSB sector)  

• Local Chern number not 
quantized inside
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One extra par3cle: Self-trapped polaron 

Similar behavior in self-trapped polarons in 2D fermi-hubbard model (but no topology). 

 J. A. Verges et al., Phys. Rev. B 43, 6099 (1991)  23



• Separated polarons are 
metastable solutions.  

• There is a collapse radius. 

• Bipolaron state. 
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Two Extra Par3cles: Bi-Polaron States
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Eight Extra Par3cles: Ring Domain Walls

stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
Ring-shaped domain walls.—Even at higher particle

doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
! # 8. Taking as a reference the polaron solutions, the
attractive interaction between them leads to a GS whose
inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
sufficiently large value of !, this eventually leads to the
formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs

(a)

(b) (a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Two polarons for ! # 2. (a),(b) Density profile of the
composite and nonoverlapping solutions. (c) Final distance
between the two polarons, taken as the separation between the
two sites with largest density, as a function of the separation in the
initial ansatz for the UHF values. Blue (orange) circles corre-
spond to composite (nonoverlapping) solutions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. (c),(d) GS currents J x and J y.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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• Single domain wall.  

• Bulk solution (independent of 
boundaries) 

• Coexistence of the two ground 
states 

• Appearance of chiral edge states.
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range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
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the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs
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flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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Finally, to compute the Chern number C, one has to perform the spatial average of the local Chern marker (S27)

C =
1

Adisk

X

i2disk

C(i), (S29)

where the disk is the set of points inside a circle of a certain radius, considered to lie inside the bulk of the lattice,
where edge e↵ects do not play a role, and Adisk is the area of this disk. In this work, we always set the radius to
r = a/

p
2, where a is the distance between NN.

SVI. BEHAVIOR OF THE TRSB LOCAL ORDER PARAMETER

Here we analyze the behavior of the imaginary part of the hopping between nearest neighbors ⇠
I
NN (i.e., the

local order parameter of the spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking) in the di↵erent inhomogeneous solutions
discussed in the main text. Figures S2(a)-(c) show its value in the lattice for the polaron, bipolaron, and ring solutions.
We observe the non-zero value of this quantity in the bulk, with di↵erent signs indicating the closed current loops
characteristic of the quantum Anomalous Hall phase. We also observe a large reduction of the absolute value of ⇠INN
in the polaron, bipolaron and ring regions, coinciding with the region where there is a deviation of the half-filling
occupation. To analyze the evolution of ⇠INN trough the inhomogeneities, in Fig. S2(d) we plot ⇠INN in a zig-zag line
connecting NN, indicated in Figs. S2(a)-(c). Figure S2(d) then shows the transition from the polaron solution to the
ring solution in terms of the SSB: inside the polaron there is change of the SSB sector due to the change in the sign of
⇠
I
NN . However the inner region is too small to develop a well-defined domain of the SSB phase. In the bipolaron case
the behavior is similar, with a slight widening of the curve. In the ring solution, however, we observe a full inversion
of ⇠INN in the inner region, leading to two domains belonging to the di↵erent sectors of the SSB phase.
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FIG. S2. Local order parameter of the spontaneous time-reversal symmetry breaking ⇠INN for di↵erent unrestricted Hartree-
Fock solutions. (a) Polaron solution obtained for one extra particle (� = 1). (b) Bipolaron solution for � = 2. (c) Ring domain
wall solution for � = 8. (d) Plot of ⇠INN along the horizontal cut depicted in (a)-(c). This quantity reveals the inversion of the
SSB sector inside the inhomogeneities.

SVII. SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING SECTORS OF THE RING SOLUTION

As explained in the main text, the spontaneous TRSB in the quantum anomalous Hall phase has two symmetry
sectors at half-filling, which lead to two ground states with opposite Chern numbers. In the case of inhomogeneous
topological phases, such as the ring domain solution presented in the main text, a first thing to notice is that they
are highly degenerate as they spontaneously break the translational symmetry of the lattice. Moreover, we can also
find a degenerate solution in which the local TRSB sectors are reversed. Figure S3 shows the comparison between
these two degenerate ring solutions that are connected by an inversion of the local TRSB sectors. As can be seen in
Figs. S3(a1)-(b1), the change in the TRSB sectors does not a↵ect the density profile of the solution. However, we can
observe in Figs. S3(a2)-(b2) that the values of the local Chern number C are reversed in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. The latter leads to opposite chiralities of the edge states inside the ring [see Figs. S3(a3)-(b3)-(a4)-(b4)].
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As explained in the main text, the spontaneous TRSB in the quantum anomalous Hall phase has two symmetry
sectors at half-filling, which lead to two ground states with opposite Chern numbers. In the case of inhomogeneous
topological phases, such as the ring domain solution presented in the main text, a first thing to notice is that they
are highly degenerate as they spontaneously break the translational symmetry of the lattice. Moreover, we can also
find a degenerate solution in which the local TRSB sectors are reversed. Figure S3 shows the comparison between
these two degenerate ring solutions that are connected by an inversion of the local TRSB sectors. As can be seen in
Figs. S3(a1)-(b1), the change in the TRSB sectors does not a↵ect the density profile of the solution. However, we can
observe in Figs. S3(a2)-(b2) that the values of the local Chern number C are reversed in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. The latter leads to opposite chiralities of the edge states inside the ring [see Figs. S3(a3)-(b3)-(a4)-(b4)].
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Eight Extra Par3cles: Ring Domain Walls

stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
Ring-shaped domain walls.—Even at higher particle

doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
! # 8. Taking as a reference the polaron solutions, the
attractive interaction between them leads to a GS whose
inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
sufficiently large value of !, this eventually leads to the
formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs

(a)

(b) (a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Two polarons for ! # 2. (a),(b) Density profile of the
composite and nonoverlapping solutions. (c) Final distance
between the two polarons, taken as the separation between the
two sites with largest density, as a function of the separation in the
initial ansatz for the UHF values. Blue (orange) circles corre-
spond to composite (nonoverlapping) solutions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. (c),(d) GS currents J x and J y.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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• Bulk solution (independent of 
boundaries) 

• Coexistence of the two ground 
states 

• Appearance of chiral edge states.
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Eight Extra Par3cles: Ring Domain Walls

stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
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doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
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inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
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formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs
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FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
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FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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LINEAR DOMAIN WALLS 
• Density accumulation in linear 

regions (DW). 

• Appearance of chiral edge states.

Eight Extra Par3cles: Metastable State

stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
Ring-shaped domain walls.—Even at higher particle

doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
! # 8. Taking as a reference the polaron solutions, the
attractive interaction between them leads to a GS whose
inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
sufficiently large value of !, this eventually leads to the
formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs
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FIG. 3. Two polarons for ! # 2. (a),(b) Density profile of the
composite and nonoverlapping solutions. (c) Final distance
between the two polarons, taken as the separation between the
two sites with largest density, as a function of the separation in the
initial ansatz for the UHF values. Blue (orange) circles corre-
spond to composite (nonoverlapping) solutions.
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FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. (c),(d) GS currents J x and J y.
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FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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• Simulation Topological Mott insulator in other lattices:  

A. Dauphin et al, Phys. Rev. A 86, 053618 (2012)  

A. Dauphin et al, Phys. Rev. A 93, 043611 (2016) 

• pi-flux can be achieved with laser assisted tunneling. 

• V1 and V2 interactions ~ t can be achieved with dressed Rydberg atoms due to 
a far detuned laser field.
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• Simulation Topological Mott insulator in other lattices:  

A. Dauphin et al, Phys. Rev. A 86, 053618 (2012)  

A. Dauphin et al, Phys. Rev. A 93, 043611 (2016) 

• pi-flux can be achieved with laser assisted tunneling. 

• V1 and V2 interactions ~ t can be achieved with dressed Rydberg atoms due to 
a far detuned laser field.
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We induce strong nonlocal interactions in a 2D Fermi gas in an optical lattice using Rydberg dressing.
The system is approximately described by a t ! V model on a square lattice where the fermions experience
isotropic nearest-neighbor interactions and are free to hop only along one direction. We measure the
interactions using many-body Ramsey interferometry and study the lifetime of the gas in the presence of
tunneling, finding that tunneling does not reduce the lifetime. To probe the interplay of nonlocal
interactions with tunneling, we investigate the short-time-relaxation dynamics of charge-density waves in
the gas. We find that strong nearest-neighbor interactions slow down the relaxation. Our work opens the
door for quantum simulations of systems with strong nonlocal interactions such as extended Fermi-
Hubbard models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultracold gases are a versatile platform for studying
quantum many-body physics [1]. The ability to engineer
and control the interactions in these systems has played an
important role in observing novel phases of matter includ-
ing crossover fermionic superfluids [2] and dipolar super-
solids [3–5] and in studying out-of-equilibrium dynamical
processes such as thermalization [6]. Recent efforts have
focused on degenerate quantum gases with long-range
interactions including those of magnetic atoms [3,6–8]
and polar molecules [9,10]. These systems may be dis-
tinguished from other quantum platforms with long-range
interactions including ions [11,12], Rydberg atoms [13],
polar molecules in optical tweezers [14,15], and atoms in
optical cavities [16], in that the particles are itinerant. This
motion can lead to an interesting interplay between
interactions, kinetic energy, and quantum statistics.

Rydberg dressing has been proposed as an alternative route
to realize quantum gases with tunable long-range inter-
actions [17–19]. Experimental demonstrations of Rydberg
dressing [20–29] have been performed with localized atoms
or quantum gases of heavy atoms where observation of
motional effects has been elusive. However, the combina-
tion of motion and Rydberg dressing can lead to novel
phenomena and shed new light on the many-body physics
of spinless and spinful fermionic systems with power-law
interactions. In 1D, Rydberg dressing leads to quantum
liquids with qualitatively new features relative to the
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid paradigm [30]. In 2D, topo-
logical Mott insulators can be emulated by placing atoms
on a Lieb lattice [31]. Compared to contact or on-site
interactions, the long-range interactions between Rydberg-
dressed atoms makes it easier to achieve the low filling
factors required for quantum Hall states [32,33]. The
interplay between hole motion and antiferromagnetism—
believed to be at the heart of high-temperature super-
conductivity—can be studied in Rydberg-dressed atomic
lattices emulating the t ! Jz model [34]. In 3D, one can
achieve exotic topological density waves [35], topological
superfluids [36], and metallic quantum solid phases [37].
Here we investigate Rydberg dressing of lithium-6, a

light fermionic atom. Its fast tunneling in an optical lattice
allows us to study the quench dynamics of itinerant
fermions with strong, purely off-site interactions.
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Atoms in a quantum gas resonantly coupled to a Rydberg
state experience strong van der Waals interactions many
orders of magnitude larger than their kinetic energy for
typical interatomic spacings, hindering access to the
interesting regime where the two energy scales compete.
At the same time, the population of atoms in the Rydberg
state decays on a timescale of tens of microseconds, short
compared to millisecond motional timescales. Rydberg
dressing addresses both of these issues. Using an off-
resonant coupling, the atoms are prepared in a laser-dressed
eigenstate jgdri ! jgi! !jri of predominant ground-state
(jgi) character and a small Rydberg (jri) admixture, where
! " #!=2"$ " 1, ! is the coupling strength, and " is the
laser detuning from the transition frequency. This admix-
ture enhances the lifetime of the dressed atom by a factor of
1=!2 relative to the bare Rydberg state lifetime. On the
other hand, the interaction between two atoms a distance r
apart is reduced in strength and can be approximately
described by a tunable softcore potential V#r$ "
Vmax=#r6 ! r6c$ with strength Vmax # !3! and range
rc # #jC6=2"j$1=6, where C6 is the van der Waals coef-
ficient for the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction. Early experi-
ments with 3D quantum gases were limited by rapid
collective atom loss attributed to a blackbody-induced
avalanche dephasing effect [20–22,26]. Nevertheless,
Rydberg dressing has been successfully used to entangle
atoms in optical tweezers [23], perform electrometry in
bulk gases [28], and study spin dynamics [24,27,29].
In this work, we report on the single-photon Rydberg

dressing of a 2D 6Li Fermi gas in an optical lattice in the
presence of tunneling. This results in a lattice gas of
fermions with strong, nonlocal interactions. We character-
ize the interaction potential using many-body Ramsey
interferometry [24]. A careful study of the lifetime of
spin-polarized gases shows different behavior compared to
previous Rydberg-dressing realizations, with the lifetime
depending strongly on the density but not on the atom
number at fixed density. We also observe that the presence
of tunneling in the system has no effect on the lifetime.
Finally, we use this platform to realize a 2D coupled-chain
t $ V model consisting of interaction-coupled chains and
study the short-time-quench dynamics of charge-density
wave states, finding that the strong attractive interactions
inhibit the motion of the atoms.
Theoretical studies of the 1D t $ V model [38,39] have

shown that it can exhibit Hilbert-space fragmentation
(HSF) [40,41], in which dynamical constraints “shatter”
the Hilbert space into exponentially many disconnected
subspaces. Like many-body localization (MBL) [42,43]
and quantum many-body scars [44,45], HSF is a mecha-
nism whereby isolated quantum systems can fail to reach
thermal equilibrium after a quantum quench [46]. In the
t $ V model, HSF arises in the limit of strong interactions,

where the number of “bond” excitations, i.e., nearest-
neighbor pairs of fermions, joins the total fermion number
as a conserved quantity. Our mixed-dimensional t $ V
model inherits properties of the 1D version, including
the HSF in the limit t=V ! 0. Our quench results demon-
strate experimentally how HSF impacts the short-time-
relaxation dynamics for nonzero t=V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND
THEORETICAL MODEL

Our system consists of a degenerate Fermi gas of 6Li
atoms in a square optical lattice of spacing alatt " 752 nm
[Fig. 1(a)] [47]. We apply a 591.8(3)-G [48] magnetic field
perpendicular to the 2D system. We load spin-polarized
gases prepared in a state that may be labeled at high fields
as jnl; ml; ms;mIi " j2S; 0;$1=2; 1i " j1i, or alterna-
tively, j2S; 0;$1=2;$1i " j3i depending on the measure-
ment. We have control over the initial density profile by
employing a spatial light modulator. Using a 231-nm laser
beam with linear polarization parallel to the magnetic field
and propagating along the lattice x direction, we couple the
ground-state atoms to the j28P; 0;$1=2i Rydberg state
(Appendix A). By tuning the intensity and the detuning of
the dressing light [49], we have real-time control over the
isotropic soft-core interaction potential between the atoms
in the gas [Fig. 1(b)].
The lattice system is described by a single-band spinless

fermion Hamiltonian

Ĥ " $t
X

hi;ji
#ĉ†i ĉj ! H:c:$ !

X

i%j

Vij

2
n̂in̂j !

X

i

"in̂i; #1$

where t is a tunneling matrix element, Vij is the off-site
interaction [Eq. (B3) and Fig. 1(b) (inset)], and "i is the
potential due to single-particle lightshifts contributed by the
lattice and Rydberg-dressing beams. Since our dressing
beam is tightly focused with a waist of 16.1#4$ #m, the
change in " between rows in the y direction, which is
orthogonal to the beam propagation axis, is much larger
than t (for typical experiments presented in Sec. IV, the
minimum change in " between rows is >3t near the
intensity maximum of the Rydberg-dressing beam). On
the other hand, because of the large Rayleigh range of the
beam (approximately 3.5 mm), the variation of " along the
beam propagation direction (x direction) is negligible. To
first approximation, we drop the lightshift term and the
hopping along the y direction. Thus, we can rewrite our
Hamiltonian as a coupled-chain t $ V model of the form

Ĥ " $t
X

hi;jix

#ĉ†i ĉj ! H:c:$ !
X

i%j

Vij

2
n̂in̂j: #2$
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direction may be suppressed by uncontrolled disorder in !i.
We rule this out by preparing a sparse strip of atoms and
observing its tunneling dynamics. As expected for a clean
dressed system, the tunneling dynamics along the x
direction is almost identical to the case without the dressing
light, while the dynamics is frozen along the y direction
[Fig. 3(c) inset]. Combining the results of our interferom-
etry and lifetime measurements, we achieve a lifetime of
several interaction times measured by the figure of merit
V10"=! ! 20 [27] for a mobile system with n ! 0.5.

IV. QUENCH DYNAMICS

To probe the interplay of interactions and tunneling in
our system, we use light patterned with a spatial light
modulator to initialize the system in a charge-density wave
state of atoms in state j3i. The initial density pattern
approximates a square wave with period # ! 4alatt and
width w ! 7alatt, with the average density oscillating
between n ! 0 and n ! 0.7 [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)].

Dynamics in a lattice with t ! h ! 1.7 kHz is initiated
by suddenly turning off the patterning potential while
keeping walls in the y direction as in Ref. [54]. We average
the density profiles over the nonhopping direction and
observe a qualitative change in the dynamics as we increase
V=t (here V ! jV10j) from 0 to 2.9(2) [Fig. 4(c)]. To
emphasize the evolution of the pattern, we scale the data to
account for atom loss during the evolution (Appendix E). In
the noninteracting quench, we observe that the phase of the
charge-density wave inverts at a time approximately !=t as
is expected for a coherent evolution [55]. For strong
interactions, the decay of the charge-density wave slows
down, and the system retains a memory of its initial state
for longer times.
This slowdown can be understood as an interplay

between two conservation laws: the intrinsic U(1) particle
number (N̂ !

P
x n̂x) conservation as well as an emergent

conservation of the number of bonds N̂b !
P

x n̂xn̂x"1.
The number of bonds becomes a conserved quantity when
the longer-range interactions are ignored, and in the limit of
infinite V=t. States of the form j…0011001100…i along
the hopping direction, which the imprinted density pattern
attempts to approximate, would be completely frozen in the
limit of infinite V=t [38]. For a large but finite V, moving a
single atom (and hence, breaking a bond) costs an energy of
up to 3V, which is energetically unfavorable, and hence
leads to reduced relaxation dynamics.
To quantify the difference in the dynamics of the

different quenches, we employ two different methods.
The first is to fit a sinusoid of the form n#x; t$ !
A sin #2$x=#" %$ " B to determine the amplitude of the
wave relative to its mean, A=B [Fig. 4(d)]. The fit is
restricted to jxj " 6alatt, and % is fixed by the initial pattern.
The second method is to calculate the autocorrelation
function

&#t$ ! covx#n#x; 0$; n#x; t$$
'x#n#x; 0$$'x#n#x; t$$

; #3$

where covx and 'x are the covariance and the standard
deviation, respectively [Fig. 4(e)].
Further confirmation that the slower decay of the charge-

density waves is an interaction effect obtained by varying
the average density in the initial state. Figure 5 shows these
initial states and their time evolution for V=t ! 2.9#2$. As
the average density of the initial state is decreased, it
approaches a “sparse” limit where the probability of having
two neighboring atoms is negligible. In this regime, the
system is effectively noninteracting, and we recover the
phase inversion during the evolution. Since these measure-
ments are done at fixed power of the dressing light, they
rule out disorder-induced localization as a mechanism for
arresting the dynamics.
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FIG. 4. Interaction dependence of quench dynamics of a
charge-density wave. (a) Average initial state density profile
for the quench measurements. (b) Density profile averaged along
the y direction of the initial state shown in (a). (c) Density profile
time evolution for interactions V=t ! %0; 0.78#7$; 1.61#8$;
2.9#2$&. Color scale is the same as in (a). (d) Fitted relative
amplitude of density profile vs time. Colors (green, orange,
purple, and pink) correspond to the interactions in (c) from lowest
to highest. (e) Autocorrelation function of the density pattern.
Colors are the same as in (d). Shaded curves correspond to
numerical simulations. Experimental error bars correspond to the
standard error of the mean.
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more than a decade ago110,111 and recently demonstrated
in the laboratory112,113 internal state-dependent switchable
Rydberg interactions can be exploited to realize neutral-
atom entangling quantum gates, which are a key ingredi-
ent for the development of scalable cold atom quantum in-
formation processing architectures. In the field of quan-
tum simulation the availability of (many-particle) Rydberg
gates114,115 allows one to realize a digital quantum simu-
lation architecture, where coherent (as well as dissipative)
time evolution of open many-body quantum systems is re-
alized by stroboscopic sequences of gate operations116,117.
On the other hand, in the direction of analog quantum sim-
ulation, the ability to tune the strength and form of the in-
teractions by means of static and time-dependent fields al-
lows one to engineer a broad range of Hamiltonians with ef-
fective spin-spin interactions118–122.

A. Rydberg dressing scheme and effective long-range
interactions

Following the analog quantum simulation approach, in
the envisioned implementation, we aim at inducing effec-
tive interatomic interactions by the application of "always-
on" and global, i.e. spatially homogeneous CW-laser fields,
without the requirement of single-site addressability, as re-
cently achieved by several groups123,124. To convey the main
idea, we start by outlining first the ideal simulation scheme
and comment afterwards on the range of validity, imperfec-
tions and the experimental feasibility of our approach (see
Sects. IV B and IV C below).

We consider fermionic atoms loaded in a hexagonal opti-
cal lattice, where - in addition to the external dynamics de-
scribed by the hopping part of Hamiltonian (1) - the internal
dynamics of the atoms is governed by a Hamiltonian

H =
�

i
Hi +

�

i< j
Hi j . (53)

Here, in the co-rotating frame (and in rotating-wave approx-
imation) the single-atom laser-driving term

Hi = (⇥|r ⇥�g |i +h.c.)+�|r ⇥�r |i (54)

accounts for coupling of atoms residing in a (meta)stable
electronic ground state |g ⇥ to an excited Rydberg state |r ⇥
with a (two-photon) Rabi frequency ⇥ and detuning �, as
depicted in Fig. 7a. Pairwise interactions between atoms ex-
cited to the Rydberg state |r ⇥ are described by

Hi j =Vi j |r ⇥�r |i ⇧ |r ⇥�r | j . (55)

We will focus on Rydberg s-states with repulsive van-der-
Waals interactions Vi j > 0, in which case the interactions
Vi j = C�|ri ⌅ r j |⌅� (with � = 6) are isotropic and fall off
quickly with the interparticle distance. The pairwise inter-
action potential curves as a function of the distance be-
tween two atoms and the laser coupling between these
curves are shown schematically in Fig. 7b.
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FIG. 7. a) Atoms residing in the stable electronic ground state |g ⇥
are coupled far off-resonantly (�⌥ ⇥) and in a red-detuned way
(� > 0) to the meta-stable Rydberg state |r ⇥. b) Schematics of the
two-particle energy surfaces corresponding to the four two-atom
electronic states; laser couplings between the electronic states are
indicated by red arrows. The state |r r ⇥ with both atoms excited to
the Rydberg state has a distance-dependent additional two-body
energy shift due to repulsive van-der-Waals interactions Vi j .

For far off-resonant laser coupling, ⇥/� ⌃ 1, and the
atoms initially residing in the electronic ground state |g ⇥,
transitions from the ground state to states with one or more
atoms excited to a Rydberg state are energetically not ac-
cessible and strongly suppressed. Nonetheless, the laser
coupling induces a weak admixture of Rydberg states to
the ground state atoms (dressing), which thereby "inherit"
some part of the Rydberg interaction character. To quanti-
tatively describe the resulting effective interactions we de-
rive the effective Born-Oppenheimer two-particle poten-
tial surface for two Rydberg-dressed ground state atoms by
means of standard (Van-Vleck-type) fourth-order perturba-
tion theory125, whose validity is based on the small parame-
ter⇥/�⌃ 1. The resulting distance-dependent energy shift
for two Rydberg-dressed ground state atoms is given by

(�E)|g g ⇥ = 2
⇥4

�3

⌅
1+ 2�

Vi j

⇧⌅1

, (56)

where we have subtracted the trivial, interaction-
independent single-particle (fourth order in ⇥/�) AC-
Stark-shift 2(⇥2/�)(1⌅(⇥/�)2)) of the two atoms in |g ⇥. The
effective two-atom interaction potential curve is shown in
Fig. 8.

In the weakly interacting limit (Vi j ⌃ �), at large inter-
atomic distances, the energy shift (56) reduces to

(�E)|g g ⇥ =
⇥
⇥

�

⇤4

Vi j

⇥
1⌅

Vi j

2�

⇤
. (57)

In this regime, both atoms can be partially excited to the Ry-
dberg state, independently of the state of the other atom.
As a result, the interaction shift is in leading order given by
the bare Rydberg interaction energy Vi j = C�|ri ⌅ r j |⌅�, re-
duced by the small prefactor (⇥/�)4, which corresponds to
the probability to find both dressed ground state atoms si-
multaneously in the Rydberg state. On the other hand, in
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independent single-particle (fourth order in ⇥/�) AC-
Stark-shift 2(⇥2/�)(1⌅(⇥/�)2)) of the two atoms in |g ⇥. The
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In this regime, both atoms can be partially excited to the Ry-
dberg state, independently of the state of the other atom.
As a result, the interaction shift is in leading order given by
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note: treatment is non-perturbative in the interaction strength Vij
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ulation, the ability to tune the strength and form of the in-
teractions by means of static and time-dependent fields al-
lows one to engineer a broad range of Hamiltonians with ef-
fective spin-spin interactions118–122.

A. Rydberg dressing scheme and effective long-range
interactions

Following the analog quantum simulation approach, in
the envisioned implementation, we aim at inducing effec-
tive interatomic interactions by the application of "always-
on" and global, i.e. spatially homogeneous CW-laser fields,
without the requirement of single-site addressability, as re-
cently achieved by several groups123,124. To convey the main
idea, we start by outlining first the ideal simulation scheme
and comment afterwards on the range of validity, imperfec-
tions and the experimental feasibility of our approach (see
Sects. IV B and IV C below).

We consider fermionic atoms loaded in a hexagonal opti-
cal lattice, where - in addition to the external dynamics de-
scribed by the hopping part of Hamiltonian (1) - the internal
dynamics of the atoms is governed by a Hamiltonian

H =
�

i
Hi +

�

i< j
Hi j . (53)

Here, in the co-rotating frame (and in rotating-wave approx-
imation) the single-atom laser-driving term

Hi = (⇥|r ⇥�g |i +h.c.)+�|r ⇥�r |i (54)

accounts for coupling of atoms residing in a (meta)stable
electronic ground state |g ⇥ to an excited Rydberg state |r ⇥
with a (two-photon) Rabi frequency ⇥ and detuning �, as
depicted in Fig. 7a. Pairwise interactions between atoms ex-
cited to the Rydberg state |r ⇥ are described by

Hi j =Vi j |r ⇥�r |i ⇧ |r ⇥�r | j . (55)

We will focus on Rydberg s-states with repulsive van-der-
Waals interactions Vi j > 0, in which case the interactions
Vi j = C�|ri ⌅ r j |⌅� (with � = 6) are isotropic and fall off
quickly with the interparticle distance. The pairwise inter-
action potential curves as a function of the distance be-
tween two atoms and the laser coupling between these
curves are shown schematically in Fig. 7b.
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FIG. 7. a) Atoms residing in the stable electronic ground state |g ⇥
are coupled far off-resonantly (�⌥ ⇥) and in a red-detuned way
(� > 0) to the meta-stable Rydberg state |r ⇥. b) Schematics of the
two-particle energy surfaces corresponding to the four two-atom
electronic states; laser couplings between the electronic states are
indicated by red arrows. The state |r r ⇥ with both atoms excited to
the Rydberg state has a distance-dependent additional two-body
energy shift due to repulsive van-der-Waals interactions Vi j .

For far off-resonant laser coupling, ⇥/� ⌃ 1, and the
atoms initially residing in the electronic ground state |g ⇥,
transitions from the ground state to states with one or more
atoms excited to a Rydberg state are energetically not ac-
cessible and strongly suppressed. Nonetheless, the laser
coupling induces a weak admixture of Rydberg states to
the ground state atoms (dressing), which thereby "inherit"
some part of the Rydberg interaction character. To quanti-
tatively describe the resulting effective interactions we de-
rive the effective Born-Oppenheimer two-particle poten-
tial surface for two Rydberg-dressed ground state atoms by
means of standard (Van-Vleck-type) fourth-order perturba-
tion theory125, whose validity is based on the small parame-
ter⇥/�⌃ 1. The resulting distance-dependent energy shift
for two Rydberg-dressed ground state atoms is given by

(�E)|g g ⇥ = 2
⇥4

�3

⌅
1+ 2�

Vi j

⇧⌅1

, (56)

where we have subtracted the trivial, interaction-
independent single-particle (fourth order in ⇥/�) AC-
Stark-shift 2(⇥2/�)(1⌅(⇥/�)2)) of the two atoms in |g ⇥. The
effective two-atom interaction potential curve is shown in
Fig. 8.

In the weakly interacting limit (Vi j ⌃ �), at large inter-
atomic distances, the energy shift (56) reduces to

(�E)|g g ⇥ =
⇥
⇥

�

⇤4

Vi j

⇥
1⌅

Vi j

2�

⇤
. (57)

In this regime, both atoms can be partially excited to the Ry-
dberg state, independently of the state of the other atom.
As a result, the interaction shift is in leading order given by
the bare Rydberg interaction energy Vi j = C�|ri ⌅ r j |⌅�, re-
duced by the small prefactor (⇥/�)4, which corresponds to
the probability to find both dressed ground state atoms si-
multaneously in the Rydberg state. On the other hand, in

• Perturbation theory up to the fourth order in small parameter 
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more than a decade ago110,111 and recently demonstrated
in the laboratory112,113 internal state-dependent switchable
Rydberg interactions can be exploited to realize neutral-
atom entangling quantum gates, which are a key ingredi-
ent for the development of scalable cold atom quantum in-
formation processing architectures. In the field of quan-
tum simulation the availability of (many-particle) Rydberg
gates114,115 allows one to realize a digital quantum simu-
lation architecture, where coherent (as well as dissipative)
time evolution of open many-body quantum systems is re-
alized by stroboscopic sequences of gate operations116,117.
On the other hand, in the direction of analog quantum sim-
ulation, the ability to tune the strength and form of the in-
teractions by means of static and time-dependent fields al-
lows one to engineer a broad range of Hamiltonians with ef-
fective spin-spin interactions118–122.

A. Rydberg dressing scheme and effective long-range
interactions

Following the analog quantum simulation approach, in
the envisioned implementation, we aim at inducing effec-
tive interatomic interactions by the application of "always-
on" and global, i.e. spatially homogeneous CW-laser fields,
without the requirement of single-site addressability, as re-
cently achieved by several groups123,124. To convey the main
idea, we start by outlining first the ideal simulation scheme
and comment afterwards on the range of validity, imperfec-
tions and the experimental feasibility of our approach (see
Sects. IV B and IV C below).

We consider fermionic atoms loaded in a hexagonal opti-
cal lattice, where - in addition to the external dynamics de-
scribed by the hopping part of Hamiltonian (1) - the internal
dynamics of the atoms is governed by a Hamiltonian

H =
�

i
Hi +

�

i< j
Hi j . (53)

Here, in the co-rotating frame (and in rotating-wave approx-
imation) the single-atom laser-driving term

Hi = (⇥|r ⇥�g |i +h.c.)+�|r ⇥�r |i (54)

accounts for coupling of atoms residing in a (meta)stable
electronic ground state |g ⇥ to an excited Rydberg state |r ⇥
with a (two-photon) Rabi frequency ⇥ and detuning �, as
depicted in Fig. 7a. Pairwise interactions between atoms ex-
cited to the Rydberg state |r ⇥ are described by

Hi j =Vi j |r ⇥�r |i ⇧ |r ⇥�r | j . (55)

We will focus on Rydberg s-states with repulsive van-der-
Waals interactions Vi j > 0, in which case the interactions
Vi j = C�|ri ⌅ r j |⌅� (with � = 6) are isotropic and fall off
quickly with the interparticle distance. The pairwise inter-
action potential curves as a function of the distance be-
tween two atoms and the laser coupling between these
curves are shown schematically in Fig. 7b.
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FIG. 7. a) Atoms residing in the stable electronic ground state |g ⇥
are coupled far off-resonantly (�⌥ ⇥) and in a red-detuned way
(� > 0) to the meta-stable Rydberg state |r ⇥. b) Schematics of the
two-particle energy surfaces corresponding to the four two-atom
electronic states; laser couplings between the electronic states are
indicated by red arrows. The state |r r ⇥ with both atoms excited to
the Rydberg state has a distance-dependent additional two-body
energy shift due to repulsive van-der-Waals interactions Vi j .

For far off-resonant laser coupling, ⇥/� ⌃ 1, and the
atoms initially residing in the electronic ground state |g ⇥,
transitions from the ground state to states with one or more
atoms excited to a Rydberg state are energetically not ac-
cessible and strongly suppressed. Nonetheless, the laser
coupling induces a weak admixture of Rydberg states to
the ground state atoms (dressing), which thereby "inherit"
some part of the Rydberg interaction character. To quanti-
tatively describe the resulting effective interactions we de-
rive the effective Born-Oppenheimer two-particle poten-
tial surface for two Rydberg-dressed ground state atoms by
means of standard (Van-Vleck-type) fourth-order perturba-
tion theory125, whose validity is based on the small parame-
ter⇥/�⌃ 1. The resulting distance-dependent energy shift
for two Rydberg-dressed ground state atoms is given by

(�E)|g g ⇥ = 2
⇥4

�3

⌅
1+ 2�

Vi j

⇧⌅1

, (56)

where we have subtracted the trivial, interaction-
independent single-particle (fourth order in ⇥/�) AC-
Stark-shift 2(⇥2/�)(1⌅(⇥/�)2)) of the two atoms in |g ⇥. The
effective two-atom interaction potential curve is shown in
Fig. 8.

In the weakly interacting limit (Vi j ⌃ �), at large inter-
atomic distances, the energy shift (56) reduces to

(�E)|g g ⇥ =
⇥
⇥

�

⇤4

Vi j

⇥
1⌅

Vi j

2�

⇤
. (57)

In this regime, both atoms can be partially excited to the Ry-
dberg state, independently of the state of the other atom.
As a result, the interaction shift is in leading order given by
the bare Rydberg interaction energy Vi j = C�|ri ⌅ r j |⌅�, re-
duced by the small prefactor (⇥/�)4, which corresponds to
the probability to find both dressed ground state atoms si-
multaneously in the Rydberg state. On the other hand, in

note: treatment is non-perturbative in the interaction strength Vij

• off-resonant laser coupling to the Rydberg state + vdW- Rydberg-Rydberg 
interactions
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FIG. 8. Effective two-body interaction potential between Rydberg-
dressed ground state atoms. The red curve shows the energy ob-
tained from fourth-order theory (see Eq. (56)), whereas the blue
curve is obtained from exact diagonalization of the two-particle
Hamiltonian. At large distances, r > rc = (C6/(2�))1/6 (dotted,
vertical line as a guide to the eye), Rydberg-dressed ground state
atoms interact weakly according to 1/r 6 van-der-Waals interac-
tions, which are reduced by a factor (⇥/�)4. In contrast, in the
strongly interacting regime, at interatomic distances smaller than
rc , the two-body interaction potential exhibits a plateau-like struc-
ture, with a distance-independent energy shift 2⇥4/�3. The black
dashed lines correspond to the approximate analytical expressions
for the two-atom potential in the weakly interacting and the strong
blockade limit, as given by Eqs. (57) and (58), respectively. At even
shorter distances97 electronic wave functions of Rydberg atoms
start to overlap and interactions are no longer described by van-
der-Waals interactions. Parameters for this plots where chosen
C6 =�= 10⇥.

the strongly interacting limit (Vi j ↵�) at small interparticle
distances, where no more than one atom can be simultane-
ously excited to the Rydberg, the energy shift becomes

(�E)|g g ⌅ = 2
⇥4

�3

�
1⌥2

�

Vi j

⇥
. (58)

Thus, up to a sub-leading correction, the energy shift is
given by the distance-independent value of 2⇥4/�3. The
critical length scale rc at which the crossover from the
plateau-like behavior with a universal value for the interac-
tion shift at short distances to the weakly interacting regime
takes place, is determined by the condition 2�  Vi j , yield-
ing

rc = (C�/2�)1/�. (59)

The key idea to access the different regions of the phase
diagram shown in Fig. 3 in the cold atom quantum simula-
tion lies in controlling the relationship of the nearest- and
next-to-nearest neighbor distances dnn and dnnn, which
are naturally fixed by the lattice geometry, and the critical
length scale rc , which in turn is determined by the choice
of the electronic Rydberg state |r ⌅ and the tunable laser pa-
rameters: To access the CDW phase it is sufficient to as-
sure rc < dnnn, which implies V1 > V2. Exploring the region

where the existence of the QAH phase is expected, as well
as its vicinity in parameter space, is more challenging: the
crucial point is to realize a situation where pairs of nearest
and next-to-nearest atoms interact strongly, i.e. are located
within the blockade radius (dnn < rc and dnnn < rc ), where
due to the plateau-like behavior of the potential curve (see
Fig. 8) the interaction strengths are of comparable mag-
nitude, V1 � V2. Due to the continuous decrease of the
Rydberg interactions as a function of the interparticle dis-
tance inevitably some small, effective longer-range interac-
tion terms (strength V3 for atoms separated by a distance
2a, V4 at a distance

⌃
7a, etc.) will be induced. However,

if these distances of at least 2a are larger than the critical
radius rc the strength of residual longer-range interactions
V3,V4, . . . fall into the weakly interacting regime, where they
decrease rapidly with increasing distance (� r⌥6) and are
substantially smaller than the desired nearest- and next-
to-nearest-neighbor interactions V1 and V2. The question
of the qualitative and quantitative influence of these addi-
tional long-range interaction terms on the phase diagram
is interesting, and it has been partially addressed in recent
work62, where for fermions on a square lattice the authors
found that a third-nearest-neighbor repulsive interaction
stabilized a QAH phase. However, a more detailed anal-
ysis of this question requires either a more sophisticated
(i.e. spatially extended) mean-field ansatz or exact diago-
nalization calculations, both of which lie beyond the scope
of the present work. We note that inclusion of these terms
might play a role in determining the precise shape of the
phase boundary, at which the system undergoes a transi-
tion into the non-trivial topological QAH phase. Whereas
the mean-field analysis clearly indicates that strong next-
to-nearest interactions are essential for the emergence of
the QAH phase, the question whether V1 ⇥ V2 is sufficient
to enter the non-trivial topological phase is a question to be
ultimately answered by an experiment.

B. Validity of the effective two-body interaction potential

In this subsection, we discuss the regime of validity for
the effective two-body potential derived in Sect. IV A. First of
all, the off-resonant laser-coupling to the meta-stable Ryd-
berg state |r ⌅with a finite decay rate ⇥r induces an effective
decay rate ⇥eff for the dressed ground state atoms, which
limits the description of the interactions in terms of the ef-
fective two-body potential (56) to time scales ⇤ ⌦ ⇥⌥1

eff on
which incoherent decay processes from the Rydberg state
are negligible. In the limit ⇥r ⌦⇥, which is well-fulfilled for
typical Rydberg states and moderately large Rabi frequen-
cies⇥, for the purpose of a reliable estimate one can simply
include an imaginary part �|r ⌅⇤r |� (�⌥ i⇥r /2)|r ⌅⇤r | in the
single-particle Hamiltonian Hi (see Eq. (54)). For this non-
hermitian Hamiltonian which includes the effect of decay
from the Rydberg state, the van Vleck-perturbation theory
treatment then yields an effective decay rate per atom ⇥eff =
(⇥/�)2⇥r in leading order in (⇥/�), both in the strongly and
in the weakly interacting regime. At longer times such unde-

critical Rydberg blockade radius: 
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dressed ground state atoms. The red curve shows the energy ob-
tained from fourth-order theory (see Eq. (56)), whereas the blue
curve is obtained from exact diagonalization of the two-particle
Hamiltonian. At large distances, r > rc = (C6/(2�))1/6 (dotted,
vertical line as a guide to the eye), Rydberg-dressed ground state
atoms interact weakly according to 1/r 6 van-der-Waals interac-
tions, which are reduced by a factor (⇥/�)4. In contrast, in the
strongly interacting regime, at interatomic distances smaller than
rc , the two-body interaction potential exhibits a plateau-like struc-
ture, with a distance-independent energy shift 2⇥4/�3. The black
dashed lines correspond to the approximate analytical expressions
for the two-atom potential in the weakly interacting and the strong
blockade limit, as given by Eqs. (57) and (58), respectively. At even
shorter distances97 electronic wave functions of Rydberg atoms
start to overlap and interactions are no longer described by van-
der-Waals interactions. Parameters for this plots where chosen
C6 =�= 10⇥.

the strongly interacting limit (Vi j ↵�) at small interparticle
distances, where no more than one atom can be simultane-
ously excited to the Rydberg, the energy shift becomes

(�E)|g g ⌅ = 2
⇥4

�3

�
1⌥2

�

Vi j

⇥
. (58)

Thus, up to a sub-leading correction, the energy shift is
given by the distance-independent value of 2⇥4/�3. The
critical length scale rc at which the crossover from the
plateau-like behavior with a universal value for the interac-
tion shift at short distances to the weakly interacting regime
takes place, is determined by the condition 2�  Vi j , yield-
ing

rc = (C�/2�)1/�. (59)

The key idea to access the different regions of the phase
diagram shown in Fig. 3 in the cold atom quantum simula-
tion lies in controlling the relationship of the nearest- and
next-to-nearest neighbor distances dnn and dnnn, which
are naturally fixed by the lattice geometry, and the critical
length scale rc , which in turn is determined by the choice
of the electronic Rydberg state |r ⌅ and the tunable laser pa-
rameters: To access the CDW phase it is sufficient to as-
sure rc < dnnn, which implies V1 > V2. Exploring the region

where the existence of the QAH phase is expected, as well
as its vicinity in parameter space, is more challenging: the
crucial point is to realize a situation where pairs of nearest
and next-to-nearest atoms interact strongly, i.e. are located
within the blockade radius (dnn < rc and dnnn < rc ), where
due to the plateau-like behavior of the potential curve (see
Fig. 8) the interaction strengths are of comparable mag-
nitude, V1 � V2. Due to the continuous decrease of the
Rydberg interactions as a function of the interparticle dis-
tance inevitably some small, effective longer-range interac-
tion terms (strength V3 for atoms separated by a distance
2a, V4 at a distance

⌃
7a, etc.) will be induced. However,

if these distances of at least 2a are larger than the critical
radius rc the strength of residual longer-range interactions
V3,V4, . . . fall into the weakly interacting regime, where they
decrease rapidly with increasing distance (� r⌥6) and are
substantially smaller than the desired nearest- and next-
to-nearest-neighbor interactions V1 and V2. The question
of the qualitative and quantitative influence of these addi-
tional long-range interaction terms on the phase diagram
is interesting, and it has been partially addressed in recent
work62, where for fermions on a square lattice the authors
found that a third-nearest-neighbor repulsive interaction
stabilized a QAH phase. However, a more detailed anal-
ysis of this question requires either a more sophisticated
(i.e. spatially extended) mean-field ansatz or exact diago-
nalization calculations, both of which lie beyond the scope
of the present work. We note that inclusion of these terms
might play a role in determining the precise shape of the
phase boundary, at which the system undergoes a transi-
tion into the non-trivial topological QAH phase. Whereas
the mean-field analysis clearly indicates that strong next-
to-nearest interactions are essential for the emergence of
the QAH phase, the question whether V1 ⇥ V2 is sufficient
to enter the non-trivial topological phase is a question to be
ultimately answered by an experiment.

B. Validity of the effective two-body interaction potential

In this subsection, we discuss the regime of validity for
the effective two-body potential derived in Sect. IV A. First of
all, the off-resonant laser-coupling to the meta-stable Ryd-
berg state |r ⌅with a finite decay rate ⇥r induces an effective
decay rate ⇥eff for the dressed ground state atoms, which
limits the description of the interactions in terms of the ef-
fective two-body potential (56) to time scales ⇤ ⌦ ⇥⌥1

eff on
which incoherent decay processes from the Rydberg state
are negligible. In the limit ⇥r ⌦⇥, which is well-fulfilled for
typical Rydberg states and moderately large Rabi frequen-
cies⇥, for the purpose of a reliable estimate one can simply
include an imaginary part �|r ⌅⇤r |� (�⌥ i⇥r /2)|r ⌅⇤r | in the
single-particle Hamiltonian Hi (see Eq. (54)). For this non-
hermitian Hamiltonian which includes the effect of decay
from the Rydberg state, the van Vleck-perturbation theory
treatment then yields an effective decay rate per atom ⇥eff =
(⇥/�)2⇥r in leading order in (⇥/�), both in the strongly and
in the weakly interacting regime. At longer times such unde-
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more than a decade ago110,111 and recently demonstrated
in the laboratory112,113 internal state-dependent switchable
Rydberg interactions can be exploited to realize neutral-
atom entangling quantum gates, which are a key ingredi-
ent for the development of scalable cold atom quantum in-
formation processing architectures. In the field of quan-
tum simulation the availability of (many-particle) Rydberg
gates114,115 allows one to realize a digital quantum simu-
lation architecture, where coherent (as well as dissipative)
time evolution of open many-body quantum systems is re-
alized by stroboscopic sequences of gate operations116,117.
On the other hand, in the direction of analog quantum sim-
ulation, the ability to tune the strength and form of the in-
teractions by means of static and time-dependent fields al-
lows one to engineer a broad range of Hamiltonians with ef-
fective spin-spin interactions118–122.

A. Rydberg dressing scheme and effective long-range
interactions

Following the analog quantum simulation approach, in
the envisioned implementation, we aim at inducing effec-
tive interatomic interactions by the application of "always-
on" and global, i.e. spatially homogeneous CW-laser fields,
without the requirement of single-site addressability, as re-
cently achieved by several groups123,124. To convey the main
idea, we start by outlining first the ideal simulation scheme
and comment afterwards on the range of validity, imperfec-
tions and the experimental feasibility of our approach (see
Sects. IV B and IV C below).

We consider fermionic atoms loaded in a hexagonal opti-
cal lattice, where - in addition to the external dynamics de-
scribed by the hopping part of Hamiltonian (1) - the internal
dynamics of the atoms is governed by a Hamiltonian

H =
�

i
Hi +

�

i< j
Hi j . (53)

Here, in the co-rotating frame (and in rotating-wave approx-
imation) the single-atom laser-driving term

Hi = (⇥|r ⇥�g |i +h.c.)+�|r ⇥�r |i (54)

accounts for coupling of atoms residing in a (meta)stable
electronic ground state |g ⇥ to an excited Rydberg state |r ⇥
with a (two-photon) Rabi frequency ⇥ and detuning �, as
depicted in Fig. 7a. Pairwise interactions between atoms ex-
cited to the Rydberg state |r ⇥ are described by

Hi j =Vi j |r ⇥�r |i ⇧ |r ⇥�r | j . (55)

We will focus on Rydberg s-states with repulsive van-der-
Waals interactions Vi j > 0, in which case the interactions
Vi j = C�|ri ⌅ r j |⌅� (with � = 6) are isotropic and fall off
quickly with the interparticle distance. The pairwise inter-
action potential curves as a function of the distance be-
tween two atoms and the laser coupling between these
curves are shown schematically in Fig. 7b.
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FIG. 7. a) Atoms residing in the stable electronic ground state |g ⇥
are coupled far off-resonantly (�⌥ ⇥) and in a red-detuned way
(� > 0) to the meta-stable Rydberg state |r ⇥. b) Schematics of the
two-particle energy surfaces corresponding to the four two-atom
electronic states; laser couplings between the electronic states are
indicated by red arrows. The state |r r ⇥ with both atoms excited to
the Rydberg state has a distance-dependent additional two-body
energy shift due to repulsive van-der-Waals interactions Vi j .

For far off-resonant laser coupling, ⇥/� ⌃ 1, and the
atoms initially residing in the electronic ground state |g ⇥,
transitions from the ground state to states with one or more
atoms excited to a Rydberg state are energetically not ac-
cessible and strongly suppressed. Nonetheless, the laser
coupling induces a weak admixture of Rydberg states to
the ground state atoms (dressing), which thereby "inherit"
some part of the Rydberg interaction character. To quanti-
tatively describe the resulting effective interactions we de-
rive the effective Born-Oppenheimer two-particle poten-
tial surface for two Rydberg-dressed ground state atoms by
means of standard (Van-Vleck-type) fourth-order perturba-
tion theory125, whose validity is based on the small parame-
ter⇥/�⌃ 1. The resulting distance-dependent energy shift
for two Rydberg-dressed ground state atoms is given by

(�E)|g g ⇥ = 2
⇥4

�3

⌅
1+ 2�

Vi j

⇧⌅1

, (56)

where we have subtracted the trivial, interaction-
independent single-particle (fourth order in ⇥/�) AC-
Stark-shift 2(⇥2/�)(1⌅(⇥/�)2)) of the two atoms in |g ⇥. The
effective two-atom interaction potential curve is shown in
Fig. 8.

In the weakly interacting limit (Vi j ⌃ �), at large inter-
atomic distances, the energy shift (56) reduces to

(�E)|g g ⇥ =
⇥
⇥

�

⇤4

Vi j

⇥
1⌅

Vi j

2�

⇤
. (57)

In this regime, both atoms can be partially excited to the Ry-
dberg state, independently of the state of the other atom.
As a result, the interaction shift is in leading order given by
the bare Rydberg interaction energy Vi j = C�|ri ⌅ r j |⌅�, re-
duced by the small prefactor (⇥/�)4, which corresponds to
the probability to find both dressed ground state atoms si-
multaneously in the Rydberg state. On the other hand, in
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Conclusions and Outlook

• Interaction-induced topological insulators are richer than topological insulators with 
external gauge fields. 

• Away from half filling, the system prefer to deform the lattice and create in gap 
states than becoming metallic. 

• Interplay SSB and topology leads to interaction induced domain walls (Edge states 
in the bulk) 

• Effect of the temperature 
• More realistic treatment of the truncation of the interactions. 
• Beyond Mean field study: DMRG?

stabilizes the nonoverlapping solution, with a forbidden
range dp!p " !12; 25", showing that metastable solutions
avoid residual overlaps.
Ring-shaped domain walls.—Even at higher particle

doping, we find that the system retains its bulk insulating
character: it is energetically favorable to create several
midgap localized states, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a) for
! # 8. Taking as a reference the polaron solutions, the
attractive interaction between them leads to a GS whose
inner region is in the other SSB sector [45]. For a
sufficiently large value of !, this eventually leads to the
formation of a domain wall between two extended half-
filling regions that are in the QAH phase, as can be seen in
Fig. 4(b). Interestingly, the inversion of the TRSB order
parameter across the domain wall leads to the two opposite
values of the local Chern number C # $1 depicted in
Fig. 4(b). Notice here the role of interactions, leading to a
SSB: the coexistence of topologically opposite phases
would not occur if the Chern insulator was induced by a
homogeneous external gauge field, that would define
the global topology sector of the system. Furthermore,
the change of the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 between the
two regions gives rise to topologically protected edge states
with a fixed chirality in the ring. This is exactly what
we observe in the GS currents J x!y% ! 2JA=Bx!y%Imhĉ†i&x!y%ĉii
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), which are carried by midgap
states. We also verified that the solution with C # !1 in the
inner part of the ring and C # 1 in the outer part has the
same energy and presents edge states with opposite
chirality [45].
Linear domain walls.—For ! # 8, we also find a

metastable self-consistent solution, in which the system
develops two domain walls (see Fig. 5). The extra density is
deposited in these linear structures, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).

As in the previous case, the domain walls separate two
regions with a reversed TRSB order parameter, leading to
two opposite values of the local Chern number, as can be
seen in Fig. 5(c). The main difference, however, is that here
the change in the local Chern number j!Cj # 2 occurs in
each of the two disconnected domain walls, leading to pairs

(a)

(b) (a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Two polarons for ! # 2. (a),(b) Density profile of the
composite and nonoverlapping solutions. (c) Final distance
between the two polarons, taken as the separation between the
two sites with largest density, as a function of the separation in the
initial ansatz for the UHF values. Blue (orange) circles corre-
spond to composite (nonoverlapping) solutions.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 4. Domain wall for ! # 8. This UHF solution lowers the
RHF energy by !EUHF # !0.67t. (a) Single-particle energies in
the gap region. (b) Density profile. Here we indicate the
approximately constant value of C in the inner and outer regions
of the ring. (c),(d) GS currents J x and J y.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

FIG. 5. Linear domain walls for ! # 8. This metastable UHF
solution lowers the RHF energy by!EUHF # !0.65t. (a) Energies
in the gap region, with two degenerate edge states "1 and "2.
(b) Density profile. (c) Local Chern number. (d) Current J y

flowing in opposite directions at each boundary, and carried by
midgap states such as "1 and "2.
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• The polaron solution spontaneously breaks 
translational invariance. 

• Configuration interaction (CI) method: 

One hybridizes all the polaron solutions to 
restore translational invariance and decrease the 
ground state energy. 

| CIi =
X

↵

↵ | polaron(↵)i
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